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Fig: 1 // Opposite page - View toward Kapiti Island overlooking Paraparaumu situated within the quarry
Fig: 2 // Excavated walls exposing greywacke rock face
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Fig: 3 // Paraparaumu aerial image Kapiti Coast District
Scale: 1:5000
Source: Google Earth Modified: author
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Fig: 5 // Horizontal distance between quarry
entrance and areas of Paraparaumu
Scale: 1:5000
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The radial boundaries represent the spatial separation between the Kapiti Quarry and
Paraparaumu township. This diagram places emphasis on the relationship between a
5-minute walk and that of a 4km journey to the quarry entrance. The diagram
highlights the physical relationship of communities with the quarry; peripheral
communities have a stronger more prevalent relationship with the quarry than those
living along the coast who have little to no connection with the quarry at all.

Negotiate - verb
Find a way over or through (an obstacle or difficult route)

Landscapes - noun
Visible features of an area of land

Reciprocity - noun
The practice of exchanging things with others for mutual benefit

Fig: 6 // View from Wharemauku stream towards Coastlands and Kapiti Quarry (background)

Abstract
Questioning the Quarry, explores an alternative approach in rectifying spatial
disconnection between the Kapiti Coast District and their industrial hinterland
quarry.
Quarrying remains one of the largest industries, performed by man and
machines, which advocates resources beneath Earth’s surface are more valuable
once extracted than the natural landscape which lies above. Typically, sites of
extraction are distanced from neighbouring townships resulting in little to no
“physical relationship”. What opportunities exist when extraction sites are
within walking distance from populated areas? What happens when sites are
no longer ‘valuable’ left to then be abandoned with nothing but an irreversible
scar across the natural landscape?
As global populations increase, so too does the adverse effects which occur on
the natural landscape, often detrimental to regional identity. The desire to
retreat from the concrete jungle in favour of wide open spaces and freedom the
coastal lifestyle offers, has seen the Kapiti Coast become one of New Zealand’s
most desirable destinations to settle. Kapiti’s most noticeable addition across
the landscape is construction of the McKay’s to Peka-Peka expressway. This
expressway is expected to cause significant alterations to the natural dynamic
and open space provisions, particularly on the regions eastern areas. Kapiti
Quarry, situated in the eastern foothills, provides an opportunity to create
meaningful connections between the township, through the quarry and into
the mountain ranges beyond, providing quality open space provisions for this
increasingly disconnected area.
The intention of this design-led research is to investigate opportunities to
create meaningful connections between the Kapiti Coast District and their
hinterland quarry. The aim will contribute to alleviating spatial disconnection
by creating quality usable spaces for future growth of Kapiti’s Open Space
Network. Explorations and research outcomes are the result of design-led
experiments exploring “reciprocity” through ways which the public
“negotiates” these “landscapes”, one a declining isolated urban area with
insufficient open space, the other a post-industrial quarried landscape.
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CHAPTER ONE
Research Overview

Introduction

1.1

Quarries are perfect examples of an industrial landscape. Resources wrestled from beneath the
Earth’s surface, a constantly evolving expression of man and machines dominance over the natural
landscape. Quarries have long ascertained a negative stigma with communities subjected to dust,
noise, and witnessing first-hand the obliteration of natural landscapes and ecologies. Whilst public
perception remains negative, there is no denying their necessity, without quarries human
civilisation would seize to exist.
Kapiti is fast becoming a satellite city, with that come pressures from population increase, housing,
& infrastructure demands consuming much of the natural landscape. An issue facing the Kapiti
Coast over the next 10 - 20 years is ensuring sufficient quality open spaces are accessible to all
including an increasing aging population. KCCC acknowledge their status as a developing city,
identifying six objectives for future growth of their open space network. Kapiti must protect and
enhance access to their unique, diverse, natural, cultural and heritage landscapes ensuring
integration within the wider network. With construction of the McKay’s to Peka-Peka Expressway,
potential severance and loss of open space across the region requires protection of remaining
natural landscapes & village identity. There is growing demand to create large peri-urban “wild”
areas which provide relief & escape from the urban environment. Growth pressure from greenfield
& infill development could result in losses in environmental quality, opportunities to strengthen
mountain to sea links, land for food production & green spaces for a growing population. Urban
intensification within existing areas is a way to provide residents more opportunities to live closer
to open spaces. Nestled in the eastern foothills, Kapiti’s hinterland quarry and periphery
community offers a unique opportunity to achieve each of these objectives, in doing so creating a
highly valued regionally integrated open space asset.
Attempts to rectify the impact of quarries, physically and ecologically, is through rehabilitation,
transforming exhausted sites into a condition capable of supporting uses beneficial to the region as
well as the environment. Common responses to quarry remediation; naturally refill with ground
water creating artificial lakes or fresh water storage (fig 9), incorporated into urban environments
as housing developments (fig 7) or transformed into sculpture garden parks (fig 8). Questioning the
quarry explores an alternative approach in alleviating spatial disconnection between quarry and
township, challenging the status quo of quarry remediation.
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Research Intention

1.2

The aim for this design-led research is to investigate an alternative approach in
alleviating the spatial disconnection between the Kapiti Coast District and their
hinterland industrial quarry.
More specifically, this research aims to generate a scheme which challenges the status
quo of how townships could begin to create meaningful connections to local sites of
extraction. The design will look to implement a site-specific approach that responds to
the concept of “negotiating landscapes through reciprocity” explored within a
declining urban community with insufficient quality open space and hinterland
industrial quarry.

Research Scope

1.3

The scope of this research thesis relates to the physical context of Paraparaumu - Kapiti
Coast, specifically conducted within the sites of ‘Kapiti Quarry’ and periphery
community of ‘Paraparaumu East’. The approach created within this scheme seeks to
challenge traditional post-industrial quarry reuse, urban development and quality
open space design. Offering reciprocity to both sites, the overall design will aim to
alleviate spatial disconnection between the Kapiti Coast Region and their hinterland
quarry. Design findings explored throughout this document may be applicable and
applied to sites of extraction elsewhere with similar circumstances, however this is a
response specific to the Kapiti Coast.
Within this research, quarry landform stabilisation is discussed, however not explored
in great detail as engineering expertise would be necessary. Solutions implemented
during concept and final design chapters include gabion walls, steel sheet pilling and
the assumption sheer rock walls would be anchor bolted overlaid with mesh netting
preventing slope failure across design areas.
This thesis acknowledges that ‘Kapiti Quarry’ is fully operational with all research
exploration conducted using the most up-to-date contour and GIS mapping data
publicly available supplied from 2011.
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Research Methodology

1.4

Nathan Lark

Site (Kapiti Coast)

Site Analysis
(Macro Regional Understanding)

Site Selection
(Paraparaumu East + Quarry)

Acknowledgement of
Issues

Site Analysis
(Micro Local Understanding)

Concept Design Experiments

Testing Design

Research Disciplinary Tendencies,
Precedents, Literature Reviews

Detailed Design

Reflection Writing
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Developed Design

Research Question

1.5

What if, integrating a post-industrial hinterland
quarry with a declining peripheral community,
informed an alternative, site-specific response to
alleviating spatial disconnection?
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CHAPTER TWO
Site Analysis

Macro-Scale

2.1

The purpose of this chapter is set out to document a visually analytical Macro-Scale
understanding for settling in the Kapiti Coasts Regional landscape.
Chapter two begins by grounding the site in relation to its context within New Zealand
and the Greater Wellington Region. Analysis of existing township, urban fabric, and
infrastructure networks provide an initial understanding of how the township,
character and local identity currently functions.
This chapter proceeds to analyse land use, vegetation types, planting zones, ecological
corridors, hydrology, natural threats, tracks-trails and opens spaces. Analysis is
conducted through site visits, mapping, photography and 3D modelling. When
observed from a top-down lens, we begin to visually interpret how the Coastal
landscape was initially settled and developed to become what it is today.
The chapter concludes with discussion of two significant road projects undertaken
across this region, Transmission Gully and McKay’s to Peka-Peka Expressway. Synopsis
of both projects and the influence these pieces of infrastructure will have on the region
offers an understanding of how the “Coastal Paradise” is expected to function in the
near future.
Macro-Scale analysis highlighted several issues the region is expected to face which
could become problematic in 10-20 years’ time. Upon completion of the Macro
Analysis, newly obtained knowledge required Micro-scale analysis focussing on the
region’s main township, Paraparaumu.
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Paraparaumu Quarry
View overlooking Paraparaumu showing the combination of natural
landscape features along with the urban elements which together forms the
Kapiti Coast identity. The village identity is identifiable with large areas of
settlement separated by natural landforms, the airport, coastlands and the
drained wetland. There is concern that the expressway is going to divide the
heart of the region, dividing east from west. This image gives an idea of the
effect in which the expressway will have on not only the community but also
the impact severance will have on the natural process & ecologies between
the foothills, streams, wetlands, vegetation and the coastal environment.

1. Raumati South
2. McKay’s - Peka Peka Expressway (M2PP)
3. Coastlands Big Box Retail
4. Wharemauku Stream
5. Drained Wetland - Private Farming
6. Natural Dunes
7. Urban Development
8. Paraparaumu Airport
9. Kapiti Island
10. High Rise Apartment Complex
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Auckland

Horowhenua District
30,096

Kapiti District
49,104

Wellington

Site Analysis - Macro Scale

8

Otaki
5,778

Te Horo
807

Waikanae
10,630

Paraparaumu
25,263

Raumati South
3,597

Paekakariki
1,602

Fig: 10 // North Island - Kapiti & Horowhenua Districts are situated within the
Greater Wellington Region
Fig: 11 // Kapiti & Horowhenua Districts for the Kapiti Coast, stretching along the
West Coast of New Zealand’s lower North Island
Fig: 12 // Population of significant Kapiti Coast townships
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Paraparaumu
40°55’00’’ S, 175°01’00’’ E
New Zealand - Kapiti Coast

Otaihanga

Nikau Valley

Raumati

Paraparaumu
Paraparaumu site situated within the wider Kapiti Coast context. Primarily
urban development such as Raumati, Paraparaumu and Waikanae are
located along the flat coastal plain sandwiched between the Tararua Ranges
in the East and Tasman Sea to the West. The soon to be completed McKay’s
Crossing to Peka-Peka Expressway (red line) will create a stronger more
resilient connection into Wellington and further North. Primary transport
and railway infrastructure run parallel to the coast and mountain ranges.
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Fig: 13 // Top Left // Picturesque views across the natural landscape meandering walkways through Queen Elizabeth Park II
Fig: 14 // Top Right // View overlooking Paraparaumu township and natural landscape out towards Kapiti Island
Fig: 15 // Bottom Left // Common beach access across the region with natural sand dunes protecting settlement
Fig: 16 // Bottom Right // The iconic feature of the region, Kapiti Island dominates the coastline
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Aged 65+

Aged <15

25.3

18.4

of people in Kapiti Coast district
are aged 65 years and over,
compared with 14.3% of New
Zealand’s total population.

of people in Kapiti Coast district
are aged below 15 years of age,
compared to 20.4% across New
Zealand’s total population.

Percent

Percent

Median Age

46.9
Years

the median age for people in the
Kapiti Coast District, compared
with 38.0 years across the total
population of New Zealand.

Private Car

>3 cars

56.0

11.1

of people in the Kapiti Coast
District drive a private vehicle,
truck or van to and from work.

of households in the Kapiti Coast
have access to three or more
vehicles, compared to 16.1& across
New Zealand’s total population.

Percent
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Employment

Primary

People

Industry

3

21,114
within the Kapiti Coast District are
employed. There are 4,081 business
locations, this has been a 4.1%
increase since 2006.

industry sectors employ over 2,000
employees. Healthcare (2,427),
retail (2,244) education (2,052),
these amount to 31% of total
employment in Kapiti Coast.

3,108
People

are employed in the manufacturing
and construction industry
amounting to 14.7% of Kapiti
Coasts total employment.

24

5,289
People

People

are employed in the administrative
public sectors, amounting to 25.0%
of Kapiti Coasts total employment.

are employed in the mining
industry, this amounts to 0.1% of
Kapiti Coast total employment.

Fig: 17 // Opposite page - Kapiti Coast statistics about place
Fig: 18 // Kapiti Coast profile - employment
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Paraparaumu Identity
Parapara: “Dirt” or “Scraps”
Umu: “Oven”

The Township
Paraparaumu is a costal township located 55km north of Wellington. Situated on the
south-western edge of New Zealand’s lower North Island, Paraparaumu forms part of the
Kapiti Coast, a region that stretches 40km north from Paekākāriki to Ōtaki. Paraparaumu is
acknowledged as the “unspoilt paradise” and nucleus of Kapiti, named after its most
identifiable landmark, Kapiti island. Located 5km offshore this Islands natural appearance and
sheer size dominates the horizon (fig16).
The Existing Town Fabric
Kapiti’s terrain is comprised of steep hill country in the east with coastal plain formed from
6,000-year-old alluvial debris and windblown silt, overlaid by sand dunes. Due to a
challenging topography, urban settlement is concentrated along the coastal plain, an area
previously covered beneath dense coastal forest and widespread wetlands, now absorbs an
urban population of 25,263. Settlement materialised as a response to the natural edges which
choke the Kapiti Coast, the Tasman Sea to the west and Tararua Ranges in the east.
Paraparaumu town centre is Coastlands Shopping centre. Coastlands is the main business and
administrative hub comprised of several council and public buildings, schools, local
businesses with emphasis on “big box retail” and car parking. Due to the shopping mall nature
of Coastlands, there is a noticeable lack of activity post closure. The attraction of living “on the
coast” and five minutes from coastlands has seen Paraparaumu and Raumati become two of
the fastest growing urban populations throughout New Zealand.
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Waikanae Beach
Population: 3,051
Density: 6.9 p/ha

Waikanae East
Population: 2,178
Density: 5.2 p/ha

Peka Peka

Population: 1,710
Density: .2 p/ha

Waikanae Park
Population: 2,178
Density: 5.2 p/ha

Waikanae North & West
Population: 3,549
Density: 4 p/ha

Paraparaumu North
Population: 3,573
Density: 17 p/ha

Otihanga

Population: 1,206
Density: 2.4 p/ha

Paraparaumu South
Population: 4,938
Density: 18.2 p/ha

Paraparaumu Central
Population: 8,685
Density: 8.6 p/ha

Raumati Beach
Population: 4,848
Density: 15.3 p/ha

Maungakotukutuku
Population: 978
Density: 0.8 p/ha

Raumati South
Population: 3,594
Density: 6.4 p/ha

Fig: 19 // Population Kapiti Coast District
Scale: 1:60,000

Source: 2013 Census Statistics New Zealand and ID New Zealand
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Rural

Beachfront Infill

Lifestyle Blocks

Retirement Village

Cul-de-Sac Development

Mixed-Use Development

Big Box Retail

Naturally Contoured Grid

Fig: 20 // Kapiti Coast Existing Urban Settlement
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Rural

Beachfront Infill

Lifestyle Blocks

Retirement Village

Cul-de-Sac Development

Mixed-Use Development

Big Box Retail

Naturally Contoured Grid

Fig: 20 // Images of Existing Urban Settlement
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Transport
Kapiti’s undulating landforms have influenced vehicle and pedestrian movement with SH1 the
primary route into the region. SH1 runs along the eastern side of Paraparaumu’s town centre,
parallel to the Tararua Ranges with local roads traversing an east-west direction towards the
coast. Roads appear draped over the landscape resulting in long linear streets, cul-de-sacs,
one-way roads, and a four lane motorway.
Vehicles are prioritised over pedestrians with many destinations only accessible by vehicle.
The issues with Kapiti’s existing transport network is SH1 caters fast flowing traffic alongside
slow merging local traffic. This has made Coastlands and Paraparaumu vehicle dominated and
hazardous to pedestrians. However, urban areas are closer to the coast where slow zones are
enforced facilitating a more pedestrian focussed network. Paraparaumu is serviced by the
NIMT (North Island Main Trunk Railway) with Paraparaumu station opposite Coastlands
providing public transport into Wellington and further North to Waikanae.
Kapiti’s natural landscape and village identity is undergoing significant changes as one of the
largest road projects, Transmission Gully, continues to be constructed. As part of
Transmission Gully, a section from McKay’s Crossing to Peka-Peka will alter Kapiti’s natural
landscape and overall functionality. The expressway will create a more resilient connection to
Wellington and is expected to generate population growth as the attraction for families to live
away from the city whilst still connected to work opportunities. Concerns for the expressway
include the impact on small businesses, retailers, housing, local infrastructure and loss of
native flora and fauna as Kapiti’s “unspoilt paradise” is set to be divided right down the heart
of the region.
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Existing SH1
Mckays to Peka Peka Expressway
Secondary Roads
Local Roads
North Island Main Trunk Line
Railway Station

Fig: 22 // Top Right // Pedestrian footbridge impression over McKay’s - Peka Peka Expressway
Fig: 23 // Middle Right // Scale of expressway earthworks undertaken on Kapiti’s natural landscape
Fig: 24 // Bottom Left // Impression of one of the bridges within the landscape, Kapiti Island in background
Fig: 25 // left // Diagram highlighting the transportation network overlaid on top of the natural landscape
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Kapiti Coast Land Use
Kapiti’s landscape is a mosaic of land uses, conflicting and harmonious in nature. Early
settlement occurred across the coastal plain with pasture farming dominant until farms were
drained and extensive urban development began. Due to the undulating topography, houses are
designed specific to site, concentrated along the beach-front and coastal plain. Rural areas are
concentrated in the Tararua foothills with scattered rural residential occurring in these areas
(fig 30).
Paraparaumu has a small airport surrounded within its urban area. Swamps & wetlands were
drained with substantial earthworks made to create flat runways. Kapiti has a large yet
condensed commercial - retail sector, Coastlands which opened in 1969 is the largest of the
two, along with the new airport commercial - retail park. Kapiti’s largest conflicting land use is
open space. Open space comes secondary to urban and commercial development, causing large
areas of vegetation and natural streams to be heavily altered or removed. However, within these
pockets of open space there are pristine well-maintained walkable recreation areas accessible to
the public.

Fig: 26 // Top Left // Housing Paraparaumu Beach (Residential)
Fig: 27 // Top Right // Queen Elizabeth Park (Open Space)
Fig: 28 // Middle Left // Airport (foreground) Residential (background)
Fig: 29 // Bottom Right // Swimming & Leisure complex (Commercial)
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Rural

Urban

Airport

Ngarara

Open Space

Commercial

Town Centre

Conservation

Waikanae North

Fig: 30 // Kapiti Coast land uses (District plan)
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Kapiti Coast Vegetation Zones
Kapiti’s landscape consists of lowland coastal plains, covered beneath windblown sand
dunes with mountain ranges rising in the east. Historically this coastal plain was
covered beneath mixtures of dense coastal forests connected by extensive networks of
swamps and wetlands.
During the 19th century natural vegetation was stripped bare as dairy & sheep farming
significantly increased. The diagrams outline remnant vegetation emphasising
indigenous & exotic pine forests dominate the foothills and Tararua ranges (fig 36)
whilst low lying coastal plain shows scattered patches of scrubland, swamps and
residential planting (fig 37-38).
The natural landscape maintains indigenous vegetation and original character in areas
where development has been avoided. Across coastal and farming areas, particularly in
the southern areas, land has been subdivided and stripped of vegetation to
accommodate urban development. The built environments dominance over the natural
landscape, indigenous vegetation, natural character and natural processes that once
thrived, have now largely been obliterated.

Fig: 31 // Top Left // Native Vegetation (Kaitawa Reserve)
Fig: 32 // Top Right // Exotic Vegetation (Pine Forest Quarry)
Fig: 33 // Bottom Left // Scrubland - Drained Wetland - Farming
Fig: 34 // Bottom Right // Swampland (Waikane Reserve)
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Peka -Peka

Wellington

Peka -Peka

Native Vegetation

Wellington

Peka -Peka

Wellington

Peka -Peka

Wellington

Scrubland
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Swampland

Fig: 35 // Top Left // Kapiti Coast current native vegetation condition
Fig: 36 // Top Right // Kapiti Coast current exotic vegetation condition
Fig: 37 // Bottom Left // Kapiti Coast current scrubland condition
Fig: 38 // Bottom Right // Kapiti Coast current swampland condition

Fig: 39 // Native Plant Species in Kapiti Coast
Specifically focussing on the Nikau Belt Area
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Kapiti Coast Native Planting Zones

Kapiti Coast Soil Types

Site

Site

N.B - Lowland terraces (not visible)
located futher North towards
Waikanae

Dunelands Escarpment Nikau Belt

Kamahi Country

Alluvium

Reikorangi

Kapiti Quarry is located within the Nikau Belt and is subjected to a year-round
mild-moist climate with constant draining air sheltered from the Tasman Sea means
salt winds are not an issue creating a frost-free productive growing environment.
Coastal plain soils are mostly sand and peat with greywacke concentrated to the
foothills, slopes with minimal vegetation are prone to erosion especially during high
rainfalls. (Kapiti Coast City Council, 2) (Kapiti Coast City Council, 3)
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Greywacke

Sand dunes +
Peat Interdunes

Fig: 40 // Left // Kapiti Coast Native Planting Zones
Fig: 41 // Right // Kapiti Coast Soil Typologies
Scale: 1:120,000

Study Site

Fig: 42 // Existing & Remnant Ecological Areas Kapiti Coast District

Study Site

Fig: 43 // Potential areas for mountain to sea ecological corridors (white arrows)
areas recommended for immediate ecological restoration (white circles)
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Mountain to Sea Ecological Corridors

Study Site

Fig: 44 // Closer inspection of ecological corridor study
and its relationship with the study site

Fig: 42 // Existing & Remnant Ecological Areas present across the Kapiti Coast. The scope
encompasses Paekākāriki in the south through to Waikane in the north. (Kapiti Coast City Council, 19-20)
(Ecological remnants are present in Otaki however not represented within this scope).
Fig: 43 // White arrows represent four potential mountains to sea ecological corridors across the
region. (Two potential corridors exist in Otaki however not represented within this scope) White
circles represent areas within the natural environment recommended as the highest priority for
addressing habitat gaps and ecological restoration. (Kapiti Coast City Council, 19-20)
Fig: 44 // Closer inspection of study site in relation to existing ecological conditions and potential of
extending ecological mountain to sea corridor through the quarry site. The quarry remains one of the
largest environments with little to no natural ecology. Could this corridor extension begin to offer
meaningful ecological connections between the coast, wetlands and mountain ranges beyond?

Drawings reproduced by author from original Kapiti Coast Open Space
Strategy mountain to sea ecological corridors framework mapping.
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Kapiti Coast Hydrology

Open water lake and wetland Waikane Estuary
Scenic Reserve

Urban storm water runoff drains into Wharemaku Stream.
Public walkway visible in background

Vegetation restoration of contributory streams
(Wharemaku Stream)

Erosion due to increased volumes of fast water channelled
from urban area joining slow moving stream intersection

Natural undisturbed stream (Upper Wharemaku Stream)

Urban storm water runoff drain (algae present)
quarry entrance

Fig: 51 // Photographs of Kapiti Coast Drains & Natural Stream Paths
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Natural Open Streams
Channelled Drains
Lakes

Fig: 52 // Kapiti Coast Natural Stream & Urban Drain Hydrology
Scale: 1:45.000
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Shore Exclusion Zone
Moderate Evacuation Zone
Minor Evacuation Zone

Tsunami Threat Zone

Current Sea Level

1m Sea Level Rise

4m Sea Level Rise

5m Sea Level Rise
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Ponding
Storage
Overflow Path
River Corridor
Fill Control

Variable
Moderate

Flooding Threat Zone

Liquefaction Threat Zone

2m Sea Level Rise

3m Sea Level Rise

6m Sea Level Rise

7m Sea Level Rise
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Recreation - Parks - Reserves
Peka -Peka
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
Waimea Lagoon + Victor Weggery Reserve
Wetland reserve walkway, playground

Waimanu Lagoons

12

Passive reserve, river access walkway

Waikanae Park

Rugby, Soccer, Cricket grounds, Croquet, Equestrian,
Skate park, Playground, Swimming Pool, Squash Courts.

13

Otaihanga Domain

Passive reserve, family amenities, walkway, access bridge to Waikanae

Te Atiawa Park

14

Rugby, Cricket, Softball, Tennis, Netball, BMX track, Playground

Kena Kena Park

15

Cricket ground

Jim Cooke Memorial Park
River access, Walkway, Soccer

16

Maclean Park

Family amenities, Playground, Boat ramp, Skateboard park

Mazengarb Reserve

17

Soccer, hockey, gymnastics, touch football, croquet, playground

Wesley Knight Park
scenic reserve

Marere Avenue Reserve
Playground

Paraparaumu Domain

Rugby, Soccer, Athletics, Cricket, Petanque, Playground

Manawa Avenue Reserve
Playground

Weka Park

18

Soccer, Cricket, Playground

Marine Gardens

Miniature trains, Boat ramp, Family amenities, Playground, Splash pad

Kaitawa Reserve

Scenic walkway, Playgrounds

Matthews Park

Rugby league, Playground

Tennis Court Rd Reserve
Tennis court, playground

Queen Elizabeth II Park
Protected reserve

19

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Local Roads
Existing SH 1
Railway Station
North Island Main Trunk Line
Mckays to Peka-Peka Expressway

Wellington
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Fig 59: Recreation - Parks - Reserves Kapiti Coast
Scale: 1:60,000

Kapiti Coast Walking Tracks & Cycle Ways

Cycle Routes

Walking Tracks

DOC Tracks

Beach Access

Fig: 60 // Recreation walking tracks & cycle ways
Scale: 1:60,000
Fig: 61 // Example of local walking conditions from mountains to sea
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“It’s impossible to build roads in the North Island without crossing fault lines, but Transmission Gully
will be built to the highest standard, able to withstand a "one in 2500 year" event”

TMG
Transmisson Gully Project

Wellington’s Northern Corridor (WNC) is a Road of National Significance (RoNS). RoNS
are essential highways which support New Zealand’s economic growth. WNC consists of
a 110km highway between Wellington’s International Airport and Levin.
Transmission Gully is the largest infrastructure project under construction within the
Greater Wellington Region and will form one section of the Wellington Northern
Corridor. Due for completion in 2020, TMG will provide 27km of motorway commencing
at Linden travelling through Transmission Gully to McKay’s Crossing (fig 62).
Interchanges at McKay’s Crossing, SH58, Eastern Porirua and Kenepuru will connect local
roads to SH1.
This expressway will provide benefits that assists capacity, mitigates congestion, increases
public safety, reduces travel times, and for communities along the existing SH1 traffic
volumes will be reduced. TMG will provide a stronger more resilient connection between
Wellington, the Kapiti Coast and further north.
Due to Wellington’s unique topography and underlying geology, it’s often impossible to
construct infrastructure without crossing major fault lines. Transmission Gully’s response
will have motorways and bridges designed to the highest standard, drastically exceeding
the existing highway. Designed to withstand a “one in 2500-year event” Transmission
Gully will increase resiliency to natural events such as flooding, earthquakes, tsunamis
and landslides, events which in the past crippled the Coastal Highway.
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SH1

Kapiti Coast

Paraparaumu
McKay’s to Peka-Peka Expressway

Transmission Gully

SH2

SH58

Wellington

Fig: 62 // Transmission Gully - McKay’s to Peka Peka
Expressways & Existing Wellington RoNS Network
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“The new route will take approximately four years to build and will improve safety, reduce
congestion and provide a more reliable faster journey into and through the Kapiti Coast”

M2PP
McKay’s Crossing to Peka-Peak Expressway

McKay’s Crossing to Peka-Peka (M2PP) alongside Transmission Gully forms a section of
Wellington’s Northern Corridor (fig 62). M2PP is a $630-million project which will, once
completed, provide an 18km Expressway for SH1 traffic to bypass through Paraparaumu and
Waikanae (fig 67).
This infrastructural upgrade is much needed for the region, serving a crucial link between
lower North Island and regional destinations, something the existing network struggles to
deliver. The existing network operates with an alarmingly poor safety record and is extremely
vulnerable to closure due to natural events or car crashes.
Construction is expected to take four years and scheduled to be operating early 2017. The
upgrade will provide benefits such as reduced congestion on local roads as thoroughfare traffic
utilises the expressway, shorter travel times with traffic able to avoid urban speed restrictions,
a secure second route into the region with an overall more resilient road network that can
respond to crashes or natural events in real-time. These expressways are expected to facilitate
growth in Wellington, the Kapiti-Horowhenua district and New Zealand’s North Island.

Fig: 63 // Top Left - Newly completed M2PP Expressway with pedestrian overbridge
Fig: 64 // Top Right - Proposed view of Expressway looking south towards Raumati
Fig: 65 // Bottom Left - Proposed view of Expressway looking south from Waikanae
Fig: 66 // Bottom Right - Expressway over Waikanae River, Kapiti Island in background
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Peka -Peka

Waikanae

Paraparaumu

Raumati South
Local Roads
Existing SH 1
Railway Station
North Island Main Trunk Line
Mckay’s to Peka-Peka Expressway
Fig: 67 // Existing infrastructure network with the newly under
construction McKay’s to Peka Peka Expressway transecting Paraparaumu

McKay’s Crossing - Wellington
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Wharemauku Stream - Paraparaumu

Existing Condition

10 Years Post Construction Condition

Popular Avenue - Raumati South

Existing Condition

10 Years Post Construction Condition
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Makarini Street Reserve - Paraparaumu

Existing Condition

10 Years Post Construction Condition

Otaihanga Road - Otaihanga

Existing Condition

10 Years Post Construction Condition

Fig: 68 // McKay’s - Peka Peka expressway design & physical impact on natural landscape.
Example sites: Wharemauku Stream, Makarini Street Reserve Paraparaumu, Poplar
Avenue, Otaihanga Road
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1. Quarry & Foothills
2. Existing SH1 and Railway Line
3. Coastlands Retail Area
4. Previous Wetland (Drained)

5. McKay’s - Peka Peka Expressway

6. Paraparaumu Airport

7. Parabolic Dunes

6
2
7
4

9

3

5
8
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1

Macro Scale Evaluation
Focus of Micro Analysis - Paraparaumu East

Macro-scale analysis provided initial understanding and functioning knowledge of the region
as a whole, shedding light on potential sites to intervene an innovative design response. The
features documented generated immediate understanding and appreciation of both the
natural processes and man-made influences which to this day have shaped the Kapiti
Coast.
Exploring analysis through photography, on-ground exploration, diagrams and
maps highlight features, issues and areas worth further exploration. Results
of analysis will conduct further micro exploration within the small
community of Paraparaumu East.
Conducting a micro analysis study of this community will provide
an opportunity to outline existing and yet to exist issues in order
to create a design which responds to a community showing
signs of decline and insufficient open space alongside the
future prospects of the industrial quarry nestled within
the foothills.
Micro analysis of Paraparaumu East and
industrial quarry will be carried out to inform
a framework of how to approach and
implement a scheme which responds to
issues documented in both the macro
and micro analysis.
8. Wharemauku Stream
9. Coastline
3D transects highlighting Paraparaumu’s natural topography and landforms from the
coast to the quarry foothills, with micro analysis focus area being Paraparaumu East

6

7
4

9

3

5

1

8
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Aerial transect plans through Paraparaumu
from coastline to quarry foothills

3

CHAPTER THREE
Site Analysis

Micro-Scale

3.1

After reflecting upon macro analysis findings, an opportunity presented itself to
explore an area from a micro-scale lens. Chapter three focusses micro analysis of an
area of potential, encompassing the residential and industrial community of
Paraparaumu East and hinterland industrial quarry.
The chapter grounds the sites in relation to the wider Paraparaumu context. The
analysis uncovers brief history of the township establishment, maps, diagrams and
photography of features within the community, urban fabric and infrastructure
network provides functional understanding of the community’s identity and character.
This proceeds to analyse land uses with existing & future housing zones outlined.
Conducting on the ground site visits, mapping, and photography visually represents
how Paraparaumu East was settled and how this urban dynamic influenced the
community character and identity to become what it has today.
Lastly analysis shifts to Kapiti’s industrial quarry. Investigation begins with newspaper
extract discussing the future “icon” of Paraparaumu. During initial stages of the thesis,
an experiential walk was undertaken, with hand drawings showing when the quarry
was visible and when it is obstructed. Internal quarry analysis is conducted through
diagrams, contour mapping, 3D modelling, sections, photography and limited site
exploration. The analysis documents current conditions, landform features and
distinctive characteristics all of which were important in gaining an appreciation for
how this could translate into a design response.
Thesis acknowledges Kapiti Quarry is fully operational as of 2016, exploration and
design outcomes are produced from the most accurate contour data publicly available
as of 2011.
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Paraparaumu East Community & Industrial Kapiti Quarry
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Paraparaumu East
Located 500m east of Paraparaumu’s city centre, nestled within the foothills of the Tararua Ranges lies a small
township of 2,196 residents. Paraparaumu East is mostly residential with some light industrial use associated
with the quarry and along the railway corridor. During the 1870’s orchard and pasture farming were stimulants
for European settlement, population in the area increased significantly after railway construction in 1880’s,
since then new dwelling construction is far and few between. (Profile IDNZ)
This catchment has two primary schools Paraparaumu and St Patricks. The township is isolated from
surrounding communities and amenities with NIMT (North Island Main Trunk line) railway and SH1
motorway dividing the two. Access is via Kapiti Rd off SH1 controlled by traffic lights and railway crossings.
An aspect which hinders development is the limited number of facilities available to residents. With no
amenities such as dairy or cafe, residents must walk or drive to nearby Coastlands. This area has some of Kapiti’s
most identifiable features such as the native Kaitawa Reserve, Lady of Lourdes Statue and Higgins Aggregate
Quarry site.
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Kapiti Primary School

Police Station

Library &
Council
Buildings

Cafe’s
Restaurants
Retail

Higgins
Quarry

Scale 1:10000

Coastlands
Shopping
Paraparaumu
Centre Railway Station

Paraparaumu
School

250m

500m

Church St Patrick’s School
Diagrammatic layout of distinctive features of Paraparaumu East and Coastlands
Shopping Centre. There are three primary schools within the wider catchment,
Paraparaumu railway station is accessed from the eastern side of the railway line
with an underpass into Paraparaumu East. One church with large car parking. There
is a 1km walking radius within this diagram as noted as a comfortable walking
distance to amenities. Arrows illustrate traffic volumes; large arrows represent
high-fast flowing traffic with small arrows representing low-slow flowing traffic.
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Primary Access
Over Railway Line

Railway Lines

Secondary
Access

3
5
4

Ka

pit

iR

d

6
1

7

2

Scale 1:10000

Industrial laneway
(no exit)

250m

Railway Station

500m

Pedestrian Walkway
Diagrammatic functioning of Paraparaumu East. The primary route is via Kapiti Rd
which is often a traffic choke point with traffic lights and dual railway crossing
controlling the flow of urban traffic joining fast flowing SH1 traffic. A second access
point to the north facilitates traffic heading south to enter with north bound traffic
required to merge onto SH1. Vehicle movement is concentrated to the outer roads (red
arrows show the volume of traffic) all roads have footpaths except in front of the quarry,
one pedestrian/cycling walkway connects both primary schools. The railway station is
separated from the majority of housing with a small number located within a 500m
walking radius. Parking is provided at the station as most residents drive to the station.
There is limited open space within Paraparaumu East except for Kaitawa Reserve.
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1

2

3

4

5

6
1. Pedestrian and cycleway access to Our Lady of Lourdes statue and safe passage between St
Patricks and Paraparaumu primary school.
2. Train station heavily dominated by car parking, pedestrian access is limited to the outer
perimeter, 33 houses are located within a 500m walking radius of the station.
3. Secondary access point, urban traffic must merge into fast oncoming SH1 traffic. Access
south and north also available
4. Suburban streets are quiet with a wide vehicle allowance; pathways are smooth concrete
and free of obstructions.
5. Light industrial areas dominate the railway corridor providing both a barrier between the
railway corridor but also diminishes visual amenity as many are in various states of disuse.
6. Main access via Kapiti Rd, railway crossing creates choke point when entering and exiting.
7. Higgins Aggregate Quarry site, fully operational with McKay’s - Peka Peka Expressway &
Transmission Gully under construction.

7
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Quarry Surrounding Land Use

Residential
Rural

Commercial/Retail
Town Centre

The primary land use within the micro scale scope of Parparaumu East
is residential housing with light industrial service concentrated along
the linear railway corridor and in association with the Kapiti Quarry.
Commercial - retail is contained within the Coastlands Shopping centre,
with the town centre located off to the west. SH1 and railway line
separates the residential area of Paraparaumu East from Coastlands.

Industrial/Service
Open Space
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Future Housing Zoning

I.F.R

I.F.R
M.D.H

M.D.H

I.R.H
M.D.H

Settlement in Paraparaumu East begun in 1810’s where much of the existing fabric
remains. Represented in the urban character study (fig 71), housing has minimal
consistency in layout, street appearance or orientation on site. Single level dwellings on
1/4 acre sites, set back from the street resulting in poor urban character with little public
activity. Future housing zones outlined in (fig 70) introduces medium density around the
railway station and both schools with infill housing around the fringes. Infill is subjected
to these areas as the large lot sizes are capable of absorbing future housing. Paraparaumu
East is one of the few locations capable of absorbing housing within its existing fabric.

Infill Residential Housing
Medium Density Housing

Fig: 69 // Existing land use surrounding Paraparaumu quarry
Fig: 70 // Designated future housing zones for Paraparaumu
Town Centre and Paraparaumu East Community
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Fig: 71 // Paraparaumu East Existing Housing Typologies & Urban Character Analysis
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Fig: 74 // Paraparaumu Quarry Newspaper Extract - Kapiti News
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It’s growing. That gaping hole is increasing
day by day.
The appetite of the Kapiti expressway
for metal has created this monumental
evolving sculpture. The quarry flanking
Ruahine St in Paraparaumu is a massive
mining
operation
feeding
the
juggernaut-of-an-expressway rolling through
the Kapiti district.
The quarry is a festering wound on
the Paraparaumu landscape. Ohakune has a
giant carrot and Taihape has a giant
corrugated iron gumboot to define their
identities.
The statue of Mary, holding a
watching brief over the township, used to be
the local icon but, I think, no more.
Paraparaumu now has a gaping big hole to
flag its existence to locals and passing traffic.
Welcome to the Gaping Big Hole!
That’s one price, we pay for ‘progress’.
As the old dictum goes, you cannot make an
omelette without cracking an egg.
Mining is now one of Paraparaumu’s
big industries and it will be so for many years
as the demand for extraction continues for
the next phase of the Kapiti Expressway and
Transmission Gully.
People who know the quarrying
business tell me that high quality metal is
now starting to come out of this mine. I don’t
think anyone has worked out how big that
whole will be by the time the projects are
done.
For residents living around the
quarry, especially along Ruahine St, it
continues to be difficult. The dust, noise and
vibration levels especially the dust, have been
problems.
While the responsibility is the
contractors, the public perception is that the
Alliance is responsible. The Alliance is
actually aware of its PR, not only with the
quarry

operations that feeds the expressway
construction, but also with residents living
along the whole route where dust, noise and
vibration are a common denominator.
So far, in dealing I have had with irate
residents the Alliance has responded with a
formula that sees initial engagement a little
difficult but with the final mitigation
concluding very well.
At this point of the construction
process it’s worth making this observation.
This is a massive project. The biggest the
district has ever had.
The scale of this project, in terms of its
visual interface with the public, was really
opened up at its intersections with existing
arterial roads like Kapiti and Mazengarb
roads.
From the beginning, everyone
acknowledged the inevitable negative
environmental, social and health impacts. So
far, given the size of the project, the Alliance
seems to have managed these impacts very
well. It’s by no means perfect but the learning
curve for the Alliance and the Kapiti
community in managing these impacts have
been fruitful.
Any economic cost/benefit model for
the contracting out of the next phase of the
expressway from Peka-Peka to Otaki should
include the value this experience. The alliance,
no doubt, will bear this in mind as the
construction continues and affected residents
are looked after despite the difficult
circumstances.

Newspaper extract article re-written by author
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1
Swimming Pool

25

2
3

24

26
5

4

23
16

6
Library + Council
Buildings

17

22

18
19
Coastlands

21

Quarry

15
7

20

8

14

9
10

13
11
Key:
Route walked
Stopping locations
Visible view of quarry

12

200m

400m

Fig: 75 // Undertaken Urban & Quarry Experiential Visual Walk
Scale 1:8000

The purpose of the experiential walk was to gain an understanding of locations within
Paraparaumu’s town centre and Paraparaumu east with a visual connection to the quarry. The
route saw a number of man-made obstructions such as houses, fences and road orientation
which prevented views of the quarry, natural features such as vegetation, planting, and
topography obscured views as well. This study was conducted to give a sense of how new
development and changes to existing urban areas could begin to create meaningful connections
to the quarry, acknowledging its existence nestled in the foothills. Hand drawings were drawn at
intervals along the walk capturing my perspective of the quarry within the urban environment.
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Fig: 76 // Experiential Hand-drawings capturing directional view shafts
towards the quarry emphasising the natural and man-made features
which both obscure and reveal the quarry within the urban environment.

QUARRY VISIT
Site Understanding

Current Condition
“Kapiti Quarry” characterised as a multi-terrace open-air quarry, spread across 21.95ha
of privately-owned land which as of 2016 was owned and operated by Higgins
Aggregates succeeding previous operators, Winstone Aggregates.
Located 800m east of Coastlands Shopping Centre, nestled amongst rich natives, thick
exotic forest and naturally regenerative scrubland in the foothills of the Tararua Ranges
(fig 77). The quarry opens out towards Kapiti’s most identifiable feature, Kapiti Island.
The neighbouring community of Paraparaumu East has a population of 2,199 with
49,104 across the region.
Primary resource extracted is un-uniformed aggregate. Greywacke, a type of sandstone
with high levels of clay, often grey and fractured in appearance. The building blocks for
Kapiti have eventuated from aggregate sourced from this site, without this quarry
Kapiti would not exist.
As of 2016, Kapiti Quarry will extract over 2.4 million tonnes of aggregate used in
construction of the McKay’s to Peka Peka Expressway (M2PP) and Transmission Gully
projects (TMG) with expected completion of M2PP in 2017 and TMG in 2020.
Due to restrictions of privately-owned land and dangerous quarry environment, public
access is strictly prohibited. This proved difficult when requiring access for an
evaluation and understanding of site, resulting in most of quarry analysis conducted
through contour mapping, 3D modelling and site photography.
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200m

400m
Fig: 77 // Aerial Image of Kapiti Quarry
Source: Google Earth
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1. Basin Cliff face
2. Initial Platform Cliff face
3. Middle Platform Cliff face (Excavation currently in-progress)
4. Top Platform Cliff face (Excavation currently in-progress)

1. Basin Platform (Aggregate crushing, sorting & storage)
2. Initial Platform (Aggregate storage)
3. Middle Platform
4. Top Platform

4.
3.

4.

2.

3.
2.

1.

1.

Quarry Main Access Route

Quarry Main Access Route

Ruahine Street

Rua
hin

e Str
eet
Fig: 72 // 3D Model highlighting the four Quarry Cliff faces
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62

5

3 4

100m

200m

Due to the quarry’s ever-changing landscape, this contour plan represents
a slightly outdated version of the current excavation plan. This contour
plan and following sections highlights the steep landform features,
terraced cliff faces, work benches and storage areas. The analysis provides
a top-down understanding of the extraction landscape.
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Fig: 78 // 1m Contour Map @ 1_5000 with sectional cuts
Fig: 79 // Diagram outlining significant features within the Kapiti Quarry
Scale: 1_5000
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Fig: 80 // Quarry Sections
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Fig: 80 // Quarry Sections
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Fig: 81 // Top Left // Quarry Basin, largest flat area situated at the lowest part of the quarry.
Fig: 82 // Top Right // Initial Platform, flat ground platform with a stepped up area accessed off of access road.
Fig: 83 // Bottom Left // Middle Platform, flat ground platform noticeably narrower with a steep sheer back wall.
Fig: 84 // Bottom Right // Top Platform, flat ground platform, wider then middle platform with steep front and back walls.
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KAPITI QUARRY
Site Understanding
Quarry Landscape Characteristics
1. The Basin
The basin is the largest flat open area where vehicles, equipment and aggregate is stored. Fig
81 highlights three access points with the main route off Ruahine Street, snaking up the
northern cliff face. The front is heavily exposed whilst further back the space becomes more
sheltered. Regenerative quarry walls reach a height of 28m with two cliffs on either side
reaching height of 67m. Views across Kapiti and towards the quarry’s upper platforms are
unobstructed.
2. Initial Platform
The initial platform is accessed off the main route, tucked to the left hand side, surrounded
by walls that reach a vertical height of 22m. From above, excavation outlines a square with a
raised central area. Used as an aggregate crushing-sorting area, it also allows trucks to safely
move between platforms. Due to wall heights, upper platform and basin views are limited, it
does maintain a south-west view towards Parparaumu and Raumati.
3. Middle Platform
This platform is characteristically different due to its narrow length and intimidating 34m
high back wall and 22m drop over the front edge. Accessed off the main route with inclusion
of a single track at the northern end creating a secondary access between middle and top
platforms. There are opportunities for unobstructed views over Kapiti and lower levels
however upper levels are obstructed by the 34m high excavated back wall.
4. Top Platform
The highest and most exposed platform within the quarry, the conclusion of the upward
journey, has an opportunity for connection into the valleys and ranges beyond. Being
relatively flat, wide and long offers the greatest vantage for unobstructed views into the
landforms below with panoramic views over Paraparaumu and out towards Kapiti Island.
Back wall is 35m high and is the current area for excavation, front ledge falls 34m to the
platform below. The closer to the edge the more you appreciate the quarry’s vastness and
overall size whilst feeling perilous at the thought of falling.
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3
2

1

2

1

Main entry point into the quarry via Ruahine Street. Mesh fence prevents
unauthorised public access to the quarry. Active excavation occurring (1)
with regenerative scrub growing (2) and remaining exotic forest (3)

View from Tongariro Street overlooking industrial area into quarry. Active
cliff face excavation visible weathered rock towards the top with virgin rock
below (1), regenerative scrub and exotic pine forest (2).

1
2
2

1
View from within the active quarry looking down with clearly visible
access roads (1), primary machinery and aggregate storage area (2).
Industrial area and Tongariro street visible in background.

1

View overlooking Paraparaumu towards the coast with Kapiti Island in
background. Undeveloped wetland and natural dune ecosystems visible
(1). Regenerative scrub covers left hand side cliff faces (2).

3

2
1
Existing working slopes within the quarry (1), weathered rock towards
the top with virgin aggregate toward the bottom. Access roads (2) and
small slope failure visible (3). Pine forest marks the extent of Quarrying.

View into the secondary aggregate crushing, sorting and storage area (1)
also visible is the view out toward Paraparaumu.

Images contrast current working rock faces compared to the previously
quarried rock faces exhibiting signs of mature regenerative scrubland
covering the “scar” left behind.

Aspect of the quarry showing exposed rock faces, working benches and
access roads, exotic pine forest along the ridgeline marks the extent of
quarrying.
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1
1

2

2

Work benches and areas ready for further excavation. Weathered rock
with overburden (1), virgin aggregate within excavation area (2) sign of
minor slope failure occurring (3).

Rear access road behind quarry showing the perspective of walking from
the exotic pine forest into the quarry with the dominant terrace features
clearly visible. Exotic forest frames the quarry horizontal extent.

View from the top of the quarry via rear access road, this road connects
to the ridgeline walkways. Spectacular views over the coastal plain and
urban development of Paraparaumu along with Kapiti Island.

View from the top of the quarry via rear access road, this road connects
to the ridgeline walkways. Spectacular views over the coastal plain and
urban development of Paraparaumu along with Kapiti Island.

Point of view of rear access road, currently have to climb a fence to gain
access, remnants of boulders and cut pine trees remain. Predominantly
pine forest with some underlying scrub vegetation.

Quarry and pine harvesting machinery seem to be left unused and form
artefacts around the site, located at the top of the quarry these are located
within minutes of the walking tracks and quarry entrance.

Access road at the rear of the quarry currently serving the vehicles and
waste trucks dumping clean fill waste. Fence (not in image) prevents
public access into the quarry and pine forest.

This image represents the close proximity between the quarry rear access
road and the openly accessible ridgeline walkway (photo taken on
walkway). Orange safety fence prevents access in.
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Fig: 85 // Quarry Activity (Site Visit 25.04.2016)
Source: Authors Own Images
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Issues

Issues

4.1

Chapter four discusses three key issues which became apparent during the conclusion
phases of both macro analysis of the Kapiti Coast Region as well as the issues that arose
during the micro analysis of Paraparaumu East and industrial quarry.
The chapter begins by outlining concerns regarding “Open Space” across the Kapiti
Coast. Some of the topics discussed range from the challenges the region is expected to
face in the next 20-50 years, maintaining the right balance and amount of open space,
with the primary issue discussing the need for ‘new’ and ‘integrated’ wild pieces of
quality open space. Providing for those areas with minimal open space provisions and
ensuring that with expected future development the existing open space network
remains healthy, well managed, accessible to all, providing for the needs and wants of
local residents.
The chapter proceeds to outline issues and opportunities regarding Kapiti’s industrial
quarry. Quarried landscapes represent the outcome to sustain modern society, often
the ‘eye sore’ of a regions natural landscape, these sites often are left in varying states of
decay. However, the issue discussed focusses on the opportunities for redeveloping the
site creating an integrated new quality piece of regional open space. Issues discuss
future prospects of the site, the changes that are expected to occur and the possibility of
successfully integrating the quarry with a reuse that not only compliments the
environment but contributes to alleviating the spatial disconnection between the
surrounding Paraparaumu East and the Kapiti Region as a whole.
Lastly, this chapter shifts discussion onto capacity and the issues that attribute to
population growth, an ever increasing aging population and the impact future
infrastructure stimulants of Transmission Gully and McKay’s to Peka Peka Expressways
are expected to cause across the region. With loss of open space across the region in
order to accommodate population growth coupled with loss due to TMG and M2PP,
how the region looks to new development is important to maintain the village lifestyle
whilst ensuring the needs of the region are catered for.
The issues discussed in this chapter combined with the opportunities drawn out during
the macro and micro analysis will contribute to building knowledge for a responsive
site specific design scheme which address issues outlined in this chapter and previous
analysis chapters.
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Open Space

Quarry

Capacity
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Fig: 89 // Top // Coastal community severance caused by the expressway
Fig: 90 // Middle // Open Space across Kapiti with M2PP expressway (orange line)
Fig: 91 // Bottom // Eastern community severance caused by expressway
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OPEN SPACE ISSUE
Kapiti Coast Open Space

4.2

An issue over the next 20-50 years is ensuring sufficient varieties of quality open spaces provide for the
needs of existing and future residents. Kapiti is well-endowed with open space with an average of
9.32ha per 1000 residents (Kapiti Coast City Council, 16). However, the uneven distribution of open space across
Kapiti remains problematic (Kapiti Coast City Council, 17). Kapiti’s Open Space Strategy suggests Paraparaumu will
have 21,532 residents by 2031, offering 7.6ha of open space per 1000 residents (Kapiti Coast City Council, 17).
Inclusion of McKay’s to Peka Peka Expressway is expected to sever crucial links between settlements,
open space and natural ecologies (fig 89,90,91). Fig 54 highlights Paraparaumu East as a largely
populated area with insufficient open space provisions. Paraparaumu’s eastern communities are
isolated from surrounding open spaces as railway corridor, former SH1 and pressures from
expressway construction contribute to these areas increasing disconnection from regional open
spaces.
Open Space challenges Kapiti is expected to encounter include the: (Kapiti Coast City Council, 12-13)
-

Need to protect and enhance access to Kapiti’s unique natural, cultural and heritage
landscapes, ensuring wider network integration so they are not isolated or forgotten.

-

Need for large peri-urban “wild” natural areas such as green corridors, the beach, river
corridors, and foothills, places that provide relief from the built environment.

-

Potential settlement severance and loss of open space caused by McKay’s to Peka-Peka
Expressway.

-

Need to protect natural environment and coastal village identity.

-

Growth pressures from greenfield and infill development could result in loss of
environmental quality, opportunity to develop mountain to sea corridors, land for food
production and maintain sufficient accessible open spaces for an aging population

-

Urban intensification & consolidation within existing urban areas provides residents more
opportunities to live closer to open spaces.

Kapiti Coast City Council Subdivision Guide (2008) established a standard that adequately provides
and protects open space for existing and future residents (Kapiti Coast City Council, 24). That standard is:
Open space/s SHOULD be located within walking distance of ALL allotments, typically NO more
than 400 meters wherever possible.
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Study Site

<100 dwellings NOT within 400m of Council owned open space
>100 dwellings NOT within 400m of Council owned open space
Urban area
‘Gap’ analysis highlights where <100 and >100 dwellings are NOT within
400m of council owned open space (Kapiti Coast City Council, 25). Paraparaumu East
and just south of Coastlands, are two of the largest areas where >100 dwellings
are NOT within 400m walking distance of any form of open space.

Fig: 54 // Paraparaumu residential areas with inadequate access to Council Open Space.
Diagram redrawn from KCCC Open Space Strategy
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Belmont Quarry + Dry Creek Quarry - Lower Hutt

Aggregate Quarrys - Invercargill & Bluff

Manor Park
Dry Creek
Cleanfill Quarry

Invercargill

Belmont Quarry

Stokes Valley
Quarry

Taita

Bluff

Cape Fowlwind Quarry - West Coast

Carters Beach

Quarry

Red Rocks Quarry - Wellington South Coast

Westport

Kingston

Berhampore

Island Bay

Limestone Quarry Site

Lyall Bay

Aggregate Quarry Site

Fig: 94 // Active and in-active quarries across New Zealand
with a spatial disconnection to surrounding urban areas.
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QUARRY ISSUE
4.3

Quarry Future

Extraction is a temporary use of land which causes drastic visual, ecological, and landform
alterations to the natural environment. Fig 92 demonstrates the extent of 10 years of extraction
within Kapiti Quarry. The overall shape size and activity represents regional development, the bigger
the hole, the more regions develop. Quarries span generations, however once extraction concludes,
sites are either abandoned or rehabilitated to support uses that benefit local communities.
Kapiti Quarry will endure further transformation, supplying aggregate to both TMG and M2PP
projects. NZTA estimate 2.4 million tonnes of aggregate will be extracted further altering internal
landforms, natural ecologies will continue to be removed. The scale of extraction will occur over
5-10 years with increased activity, noise, dust and vehicle movements 15 times greater than it would
normally operate at impacting surrounding communities.
A future concern is the condition the quarry will be left in post-closure. Extraction typically occurs
in discrete landscapes far enough from neighbouring towns that their physical condition is not a
concern. Kapiti’s quarry however is within walking distance of a populated area, nestled within the
foothills of the Tararua Ranges. The potential for post-closure development creates opportunities to
resolve environmental and social impacts, transforming redundant space into quality usable space
which contributes to alleviating spatial disconnection between quarry and town centre. It’s
important these landscapes are accessible and integrated within the wider open space network as it
enables the public to experience and connect to these industrial landscapes and has the potential to
integrate usable open space to an area where open space is insufficient.

160
Trucks expected to leave
quarry on a daily basis

1T
Trucks have a max load
capacity of 35 tonnes
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1 Tonne of aggregate
equals approx. 0.5m3 of
excavated rock

Daily average of 11,200m3
of excavated aggregate
removed from site

2006

2009

2012

2016

Fig: 92 // Aerial satellite imagery emphasising the extent
of quarrying in Kapiti over ten years (2006-2016)
Fig: 93 // Infographic of Quarry operation anticipated
during M2PP Expressway construction
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Open Space

Quarry
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Peka-Peka

Waikanae

Paraparaumu

Raumati South

Mckay's Crossing - Wellington

Local Roads
Existing SH 1
Railway Station
North Island Main Trunk Line
Mckay's to Peka-Peka Expressway
Fig: 95 // Left // Kapiti Coast Primary Transport Infrastructure
Fig: 96 // Right // Current Kapiti Coast Residential Areas
Source: 2013 Census Statistics New Zealand and ID New Zealand
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CAPACITY ISSUE
Population Growth

4.4

2013 census results show Kapiti Coast District has a population of 49,104 residents, 6.3% increase
from 46,197 in 2006 (Profile IDNZ). Paraparaumu forms 35% of Kapiti’s population with 17,199 residents.
(Profile IDNZ)

Paraparaumu’s population increased strongly with 1,059 new residents since 2006. Kapiti’s
development opportunities are limited due to the enclosed nature with the Tasman Sea in the west
and Tararua Ranges to the east. As a result, land for agriculture and urban settlement is concentrated
along the coastal plain and undulating sand dunes. Paraparaumu & Raumati South are two of the
fastest growing urban areas throughout New Zealand.

Aging Population
Attraction of the coastal lifestyle has seen Kapiti become home to an increasingly older population
with city residents migrating for their retirement. The average age of residents is 46.9, a 2.6-year
increase from 2006, compared to Wellington’s average of 38 years (Profile IDNZ).
2013 census results reinforce this aging trend outlining 25.3% are aged 65+ years, this higher average
may correlate to the decreased number of youths (15 >) living there which is currently 18.4% down
1% from 2006.

Future Stimulus
Inclusion of TMG and M2PP will reduce travel times into Wellington and further north increasing
Kapiti as a desirable destination with population expected to increase as a result. Kapiti’s distance
from Wellington affords opportunities for young families to live the coastal lifestyle whilst still
accessible to work in Wellington. Assuming census results from 2013 and 2006 continue the upward
trend, Kapiti’s population is expected to increase by approx. 2.900 residents, factoring in anticipated
effects of TMG and M2PP, this number could increase to 3,500+.
This increase will need to be housed within a region showing signs of near capacity. If current
low-density typology sprawled across the region continues, natural character and identity which
residents hold in high regard will be further obliterated. Housing responses may need to investigate
infill or medium density housing as a way to accommodate demand and ensure future protection of
Kapiti’s natural landscape.
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Otaki
Population: 7,266
Density: 0.16 p/ha

Peka Peka

Population: 1,710
Density: .2 p/ha

Waikanae Beach
Population: 3,051
Density: 6.9 p/ha

Waikanae Park
Population: 2,178
Density: 5.2 p/ha

Waikanae North & West
Population: 3,549
Density: 4 p/ha

Paraparaumu North
Population: 3,573
Density: 17 p/ha

Otihanga

Population: 1,206
Density: 2.4 p/ha

Paraparaumu South
Population: 4,938

Density: 18.2 p/ha

Paraparaumu Central
Population: 8,685
Density: 8.6 p/ha

Raumati Beach
Population: 4,848

Density: 15.3 p/ha

Maungakotukutuku
Population: 978

Density: 0.8 p/ha

Raumati South
Population: 3,594
Density: 6.4 p/ha

Kapiti Coast District
Pop: 49,104

Wellington City
Pop: 203,800

Fig: 97 // Population Kapiti Coast District
Scale: 1:60,000

Paekākāriki
Population: 1,665
Density: 2.86 p/ha
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5

CHAPTER FIVE
Initial Concepts

Concept Designs

5.1

Chapter Five investigates the immediate design experiments responding to the findings
discussed during analysis and site issue reflection. The initial experiments are focussed
on a iterative design basis with explorations split into two sections:
The initial section focusses on the urban community of Paraparaumu East with
experiments testing community settlement and park space design. The area of focus is
at the base of the Tararua foothills, directly in front of Kapiti Quarry. Research will
explore creative ways of development and quality open space design can strengthen
links between Kapiti’s town centre and hinterland quarry.
The secondary concept exploration focusses on creating an alternate framework for
reuse design of Kapiti’s hinterland quarry. This framework will develop from an
iterative design process explored through sketch, plan and section creating accessible
quality usable open space. The framework will follow three strategies:
1. Negotiating Industrial Landscape

2. Ecology

design of site-specific interventions which encourage an interesting way of negotiating and experiencing the
industrial quarry landscape. Interventions will preserve the quarry’s features and unique topographies
aiding in overall site circulation with provisions for walking, mountain biking, passive relaxation with
considerations for Kapiti’s aging population.
design of local ecology restoration, creation and management. The quarry’s location is within a crucial
mountain to sea ecological corridor, design considerations will explore ways to integrate ecology in a way
which compliments human & negotiating systems allowing the sites ecology systems to thrive strengthening
regional ecology in the process.

3. Human Interaction Systems

design will look to retain and utilise this rare industrial landscape to encourage alternative recreation and
circulation opportunities for a diverse range of user types. Human systems will look to build upon the
negotiation aspects of the site starting with circulation and the experience of getting from the bottom to the
top. Interventions will be added in locations that enhance experience and external views.

Initial Criteria
Increase housing opportunities within an existing declining urban areas.
Explore an alternate ‘reciprocal’ reuse for Kapiti Quarry.
Explore opportunities to create meaningful connections between Paraparaumu East
and Kapiti Coast district to their hinterland industrial quarry.
Provide open space provisions within a declining community with insufficient quality
open space.
Provide open space provisions within an industrial quarry, strengthen mountain to sea
ecology corridors.
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Exploration One
This initial design exploration is a simplistic method of order focussing on integrating additional dwellings within
the existing built environment. Industrial area will remain alongside the railway corridor from Kapiti lights to the
over bridge, as existing infrastructure and buildings can be used or adapted to cater new tenants. In terms of new
development, the design uses the KCCC future housing zone as a guide to encourage infill housing on vacant lots
with medium density housing concentrated within the centre. In order to acquire this land, the existing industrial
building would shift to the railway area with the remaining 18 dwellings removed or demolished. Since this
iteration was conceptualised early on, open space provisions were not explored rather concentrating open space
within the quarry. The iteration maintains a green belt edge along the foothills to avoid urban development
penetrating the conservation-quarry area. Vehicle movement remains unchanged with improved access beside
the two primary schools linking up to the new development.
Positives:

Negatives:

+ Preserves the existing urban character
+ Industrial area separate from residential
+ Access beside schools improved
+ Increased housing numbers built on vacant land
+ Derelict buildings & housing improved
+ Improvement between street-dwelling interface

- No provisions for open space outside of quarry
- Industrial corridor creates potential negative barrier
- Access across the design area remains unchanged
- Focus heavily on housing & industrial uses
- No inclusion of new amenities, cafes, restaurants
- Poor linkage between town centre and quarry
- Ecological corridor remains unchanged
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Exploration Two
Iteration two develops on from iteration one, maintaining the simplistic method of order. The industrial area was
excessive, so land was tested as mixed use, capable of supporting amenities such as shops, restaurants, cafes with
housing provisions above, creating an attractive & active edge softening the industrial characteristic. This iteration
explores even mixtures of medium density, mixed use and infill dwellings concentrated to the north and south
areas. MDH along with a linear open space occupies the newly acquired land where neglected homes and
industrial use once stood. Higher dwelling density encourage a greater population to live closer to accessible open
spaces, local amenities and public transport. The iteration needed to define the link between town centre and
quarry, new dwelling arrangements and open space design would frame the quarry to the east, creating the initial
link between Kapiti’s town centre and their hinterland quarry. The existing conservation and quarry area maintain
a natural vegetation buffer between housing and valued open green spaces. The iteration would see approximately
1.4ha of open space introduced into the community.
Positives:

Negatives:

+ Introduces new urban character and street identity
+ Railway corridor now mixed-use and industrial area
+ Improved access between school and development
+ Open space provision introduced within settlement
+ Large population concentrated centrally, enables a
tighter community living closer to open spaces
+ Multiple land uses encourages diversity and activity

- Higher density of houses within a low-density fabric
- Overall access across entire area relatively unchanged
- Mountain to Sea ecology corridor remains unchanged
- Open space within development seems disconnected
from surrounding community.
- Linkage between town centre and quarry remains
weak and poorly defined
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Existing Ecological
Corridor

Exploration Three
The iteration focusses on strengthening physical and ecological links between the quarry and town centre. Dwellings
have been removed creating a much larger central open space, with housing provision fronting onto this open space.
The railway corridor has limited industrial use to the northern end, medium density and mixed use occupy the land
towards Kapiti lights. These zones take advantage of the underutilised space with existing infrastructure and buildings
capable of accommodating new uses. The design is defined by the large open space providing quality usable open
space something this community desperately required. Integrating open space within the established community
strengthens connections between quarry and town centre. Combining medium density & mixed use surrounding the
open space, creates an opportunity for an active street edge focused towards the park with views of the quarry in the
east.
This iteration explores the potential for day lighting the stream beneath Paraparaumu East, bringing this catchment
to the surface creates a focal point within the park as well as an opportunity to expand the Mountain to Sea ecology
corridor. Exploration maintains high levels of walk ability to new amenities, public transport, quarry and coastlands,
the additional pedestrian railway crossing increases links into Paraparaumu. Walking and cycling paths are promoted
throughout the development with exploration into the quarry encouraged. The iteration avoids maintaining only one
or two zones by including the most provisions for housing, amenities, and open space. This diversity of housing
typologies and amenities will aim to create an active and vibrant village identity with strong links to the hinterland
quarry.
Positives:

Negatives:

+ Stronger link between town centre and quarry
+ Improved urban character by creating new local identity
+ Industrial area converted into mixed use and MDH
+ Paths beside schools, within park and through existing
housing improves overall site connectivity
+ Large open space integrated within existing settlement
+ Mixed-use increases amenities (cafes, restaurants, dairy)
+ Day lighting pipe catchment increases local flora & fauna
growth, visual amenity expanding mountain to sea ecology
corridor

- Decreased land area for housing resulting in
dwellings of much higher density.
- Access remains hindered by railway corridor with
limited opportunities for new routes in and out.
- Increased population could result in more
vehicles utilising local roads.
- Large number of residential areas beside railway
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Existing Ecological
Corridor

Exploration One - Negotiating Access
Quarry exploration begun with establishing access routes and view shafts users may encounter when negotiating
the site. Experimentation of sight lines resulted in isolating several locations where unique intersections occurred.
These intersections occur when a turn is necessary to continue along a path, vertical walls prevent movement or
moments when a decision must be made to explore multiple routes. The diagram on page. 101 summarises desired
sight lines, points of interest, potential stair and ramp interventions and opportunities to establish base to summit
view shafts.
Experiment one (pg. 102) explores how ‘natural grading’ with minimal site disturbance encourages exploration
from the bottom of the quarry to the top and across each platform. Upon immediate entry, two base to summit
view shafts encourage the users eye to travel to the top. Main path gradients vary between 10% - 30% suitable for
biking and walkers of all ages and physical levels with secondary path options allowing users to experience all
spaces in a safe manner. Primary negotiation is aided through the eye, necessary cuts made in the landscape create
unobstructed views enticing users to explore further. Experiment tested variations of terraced switch back paths
as an interesting way to create links between initial and middle platforms. Experiment enables access across the
sites entirety with minimal site disturbance preserving the unique spatial qualities created by quarrying.
Experiment two (pg. 103) explores how ‘structures’ aid negotiation, with provisions considering shelter, viewing
and for users to experience the quarry’s rawness up-close. Structure design focusses on negotiation in ways which
frame, preserve and emphasise this unique man-made landscape. The southern and northern paths provide linear
views up to the summit with stairs enabling access between platforms where required. Interventions are
positioned within cuts made to the landscape creating moments to appreciate these spatial qualities, framing
views within the quarry and out towards Kapiti Island. Structure positioning are in alignment with view shafts to
achieve these interventions that are cut into landforms will serve a secondary function as retaining. The fusion of
subtle interventions visually aligned with pathways create a diverse range of access routes for users to experience,
engage and appreciate a large-scale industrial landscape.

Exploration Two - Ecology

Exploration Three - Human Systems
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Access Design, Outlining Unique Routes & View Shafts to Negotiate Quarry
100m

200m

Scale 1:3500

Main Access Sight lines

Points of Interest

Ramp - Stair Interventions

Base to Summit View Shaft Opportunities

Preservation of Mining Features & Unique Topography
100m

200m

Scale 1:3500

Flat
Soft Rolling
Access Road
Steep Terrace
Vertical Slope
Continuous Slope
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View Shaft
Down Quarry

35% graded path

View Shaft Main access
route
Focal Point

Flat rest area

35% graded path

View Shaft Up
Quarry

Flat rest area

Quarry Entrance

1
2

Void cuttings to create
unobstructed visual links
between platforms
Retaining wall structure
to allow for excavation
cut between platforms
Maintain excavated face
framing views towards it

4

35% slope gradient

1
5

3

2
Access cutting allows
public movement across
the quarry face
Existing quarry face
maintained and
emphasised

Main access Gabion retaining Grassed area lower
route
basin
wall

4

25% slope gradient path

Walking-cycle Benched & Terraced
access routes
Access Cuttings

100m

Points of
Interest

Small retaining wall to allow
cutting for unobstructed view
into center of lower basin

Base to Summit
view shaft linkages

3

Close relationship
between ground & vertical
wall enables close user
interaction with
excavated face

Maintained
Physical Quarry
Characteristics

200m

Scale 1:3500

New south face
access route
Graded slope creating
access to lookout area
Terracing maintains
excavated character
whilst benching allows
for vegetation growth

Maintain existing
northern access route
Basin Ring Pathway

Terracing and benching to
allow for switchback pathway
Maintained
excavation faces

5

Access onto upper grass
area directly off pathway

Maintained
excavation face
with revegetation

Path gradient 10% allows
all fitness and age levels
access between platforms
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External views over Kapiti at each
flat rest area

Upper access
focal point

Main
access

Stair
Section

25%
Slope

Flat Area

Stair
Section

Initial to middle
platform stair
structure

7

Northern access

Views overlooking basin
& across Kapiti

Structure aids in
stabilising rock wall
with retaining systems
combined with
landform bench
cuttings

Existing vegetated face

Structure terracing up within
curved wall cutting, blending
into the natural vegetated
surroundings

Southern face access
route

6

Top platform to upper
walkway ramp & stair
intervention

9

7

Access ways
between upper
& middle
platforms

8

10

Curved access
way along the
edge of the
excavated face

Upper point of interest
with view shaft down to
base of quarry

10%
gradient
ramp
Upper point of interest
with view shaft down to
base of quarry

Walking-cycle
access routes

Sight lines across
access routes

Points of
Interest

Base to Summit
view shaft linkages

100m

9

200m

Scale 1:3500

Upper level accessed through stair
access cut into quarry landform

View to lower
basin & across
Kapiti

Access path cut parallel to quarry
face connecting both sets of stairs

Viewing
platforms

Outward view

35m

8
Stair structure enables
vertical access up
excavated face providing
external views over Kapiti

Visual link between stair structure and
upper stairs encourages further quarry
exploration up quarry

Upper Quarry
Entry-Exit

25% Slope gradient with framed
view towards top of stair structure

Stair structure sits within
cutting into excavated
face, angled to assist
with soil stabilisation

6

Quarry
Entrance

Main access

Basin to Initial
platform stair
structure

Quarry lower
entry-exit point

25%
Slope

9
25% Slope gradient with
gabion retaining framing view
leading towards stair structure

Existing quarry face,
Picnic & seating
Access & viewing structure
areas
cut into quarry face

10
Maintain quarry
character

Stair access cut into
quarry face

Access between platforms is explored through cut, terraced benches and stair
interventions. Combination creates intimate engagement with excavated faces
as well as a unique way to navigate platforms ranging from 25m - 40m high
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Exploration One - Negotiation

Exploration Two - Ecology
The second element within the quarry design framework explores ecology. Explorations consider techniques that
preserves spatial qualities whilst bridging vegetation “gaps” across horizontal and vertical axis. Initial objectives are to
encourage re-establishment of native flora-fauna diversity creating a “wild” accessible environment for public
engagement and investigating opportunities to strengthen the ecological corridor within the quarry through to the hill
ranges beyond.
Excavated Face & Vertical Ecology Linkages
Vegetation successfully re-establishes on slopes <65°. Approximately 85% of vertical walls are >70° meaning
establishing vegetation is near impossible. Design iteration (pg. 106) experiments with benching techniques. Grading
walls to slopes <60° with a 500mm wide bench, creates a suitable surface for soil and shallow root planting to thrive.
Benching aids in bridging the gap between vegetated areas whilst preserving the unique landforms. Considering
‘vertical’ links separate to ‘horizontal links’ creates a well-connected ecological network providing the best chance for
flora-fauna diversity to re-establish in an environment that was previously non-existent. It is noted that benching would
require significant engineering expertise. However, the iteration is demonstrating the possibility that benches may not
only form the foundation for ecology but also as a way to negotiate vertical slopes through integration of terraced paths
(explored within access explorations).
Horizontal Ecology Linkages
Kapiti’s quarry has four spatially unique platforms each with various soil and slope conditions effecting future
vegetation growth. The in-active basin exhibit signs of regenerative bush growing suggesting nature’s way of making its
way back into this industrial environment. Design iteration (pg. 107) experiments with spontaneous horizontal
vegetation and grass growth. Allowing vegetation and grass to occur naturally affords a design opportunity that allows
users freedom of choice where they wish to walk or engage in passive recreation. The flat platforms are the focus of
rehabilitation, Experiment avoids formalising paths, rather over time through increased use, desired path lines will
begin to emerge. Grass will provide ground cover, creating large usable areas for passive recreation, places to sit, picnics
or stroll through the meadows whilst enjoying views. Vegetation will be limited to avoid creating an excessively
“designed nature feel” rather creating areas free from unnecessary obstruction, providing spaces for users to appreciate
up close how quarry’s naturally recover from such brutal treatment, the way nature intended it.

Exploration Three - Human Systems
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Existing Ecology & Focus Area for Rehabilitation

Horizontal Ecology Links
Vertical Ecology Links
Regenerative Scrubland
Regenerative Natives
Vegetation typologies surrounding quarry with extensive vegetation loss as a result
of active excavation. Upper sections show significant “gaps” across horizontal and
vertical axis suggesting the need to bridge ecological gaps. Lower basin shows signs
of regenerative scrub occurring, which suggests creating suitable planting surfaces
could be a solution to bridging vegetation gaps, particularly the upper platforms.

Exotic Pine Forest
Existing Natives
200m

100m
Scale 1:3500
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Excavated Face and Vertical Ecology Linkages

200m

100m
Scale 1:3500

Existing
Quarry Profile

Excavated benches cut into vertical
walls to enable soil and vegetation to
establish, creating a vegetated wall
Excavated rock base allows soil to
settle creating the foundation for
regenerative vegetation to occur

Access maintained
alongside excavated wall

Intimate edges between
vegetation and pathways,
creates a unique bush walk
experience
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Pockets of thick vegetation
create unique ecosystems
for diverse flora-fauna to
spawn

Benching of excavated walls
for soil and vegetation
establishment bridges the gap
between vegetated areas
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Horizontal Ecology Linkages

200m

Scale 1:3500

Existing
Quarry Profile

Maintaining excavated walls, creates
opportunities for rock climbing or
abseiling, with grass areas suitable for
passive recreation, dog walking, relaxation.

Wetland planting creates
soft ecological edge,
captures water run-off and
increases opportunities for
flora-fauna to establish
Allowing spontaneous
vegetation/grassland to develop along
the main access route creates a
continuous link between each of the
four platforms and encourages
informal exploration of the quarry.

Flat grassed areas frame and
emphasise wall heights, creating a
usable space for passive recreation
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Each of the four platforms provides the
foundation for spontaneous vegetation grassland growth. Platforms are important
providing ground cover growth which
contributes to bridging gaps between
vegetated and non-vegetated areas.

Exploration One - Negotiating Access

Exploration Two - Ecology

Exploration Three - Human Systems
The quarry’s final design framework element is human systems. Site specific interventions and allocation of
space aims to encourage program, connectivity between the region and their quarry, emphasis on internal
experience and opportunities for external views and a quality usable space capable of supporting passive
recreation. Interventions preserve the qualities of the quarry landforms, aids in negotiation of the site, enable
access between platforms in a unique and interesting way, provides moments of rest and relaxation, integrates a
quality usable space within Kapiti’s Open Space Network and includes provisions for a diverse range of
recreational uses that otherwise would not occur within Kapiti’s’ existing landscape.
The diagram plan on pg.109 summarises both design experiments resulting in a diverse allocation of space for
passive recreational purposes. The conceptual design integrates a number of recreational provisions across all
platforms, inter-connected through a network of paths. Both iterations maintain the main access route for both
walking and biking, with numerous lookout opportunities offering both internal and external views, provisions
for camping, picnic-rest areas as well as opportunities to abseil and rock climb two of the excavated cliff faces.
The plan highlights entry and exit points with structures designed to encourage further exploration into the
valley ranges beyond. Each iteration includes variations of scenic lookouts all of which are accessed off
comfortable walking paths, their locations allow the public an opportunity to experience panoramic views
across the quarry and out over Kapiti. The following are summaries of extensive design iterations exploring how
human systems could be integrated within the framework of ecology establishment and quarry negotiation.
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Scenic lookout takes advantage of vertical
height and positioning overlooking the
quarry and out towards Kapiti

10

Access utilises existing trails
created during quarry process,
providing access between
middle and upper platforms

3

7
5

10

6 9
11
10
Numerous pathways both formal
and informal allow freedom of
exploration within the basin and
further up into the quarry

10

2

1
4

3
9 11

8
2

5

7

9
11

10 8

1 4

Main access route connected all four
platforms together creating a well
connected quality open space, accessible
to all ages and physical capabilities

2
8 10

Access point to connect the
quarry to the mountain
ranges and valleys beyond

2 11
2 11
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Strategic positioning of lookouts and rest areas
throughout the quarry allow for relaxation and
views, sight lines entice explorers to navigate to
the next point of interest

100m

200m
Scale 1:3500

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Diagrammatic plan summarising the spatial allocation and programs within the quarry as well as
across each of the four individual platforms. Diagram outlines the access methods implemented for
negotiating the quarry (yellow lines) and how this overall connectivity preserves existing routes across
the site. The provisions for recreational uses within this landscape are site specific, examples which are
not likely to occur across Kapiti existing landscape. Spatial allocation and positioning have been
explored through iterations in order to best compliment, frame and emphasise this unique man-made
landscape, equally as much as providing views out across the region.
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View
shaft
dow

View out towards Kapiti Island
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View
shaft
up

Main access
route

Southern walkway view
shaft with lookout as
focal point

35% graded
path

35% graded
path
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Quarry Entrance

Flat rest
area

7

Grassed area is level with top of lookout structure
creating seamless transition onto structure
Lookout structure openings create views
into lower quarry and out over Kapiti

6 3

10

Sheet steel retaining
and stairs enable
access down into the
structure

8
10

3
9 11

10

Structure allows the
public safe
interaction with the
excavated face edge

10
10

Observation point with
seating provisions highlight
views into the lower basin,
out towards Kapiti Island and
up to the quarry’s upper levels
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Pathways leading into
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and valleys beyond
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Upper entry-exit structure, shelter creates
a threshold between the quarry’s upper
levels and trails beyond the quarry,
framing view across the upper platform
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Covered lookout over
quarry out towards
Kapiti Island

10

Basin pathway
(base of cliff faces)
Lookout nestled
within maintained
vegetated excavated
surrounding walls

8 10

200m
Scale 1:3500
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11

Overlaying the ecology and access frameworks, this influenced where human systems could be positioned.
Iteration maintains natural movement with simple paths across each platform (white lines), with a continuous
base to summit view shaft leads occupants onto each platform, to seating areas, lookouts and opportunity to
explore the valley ranges beyond. Iteration focusses on highlighting landform qualities, moments of
appreciation with seating across all platforms. Creating paths within vegetation takes users to lookouts,
seating, dog walking areas and relaxation areas, all of which are accessible across all three platforms with the
middle platform providing a unique walking experience at the base of one of the quarry’s steepest vertical
walls. An observation structure on the upper platform gives occupants an on-the-edge experience with
unobstructed views into the quarry, over Kapiti towards Kapiti Island.
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View shaft opportunity to link the bottom of the
northern access route to the quarry’s upper
platform and lookout, visually linking these two
spaces creates a link across the quarry
landscape, encouraging further exploration

ft
View sha

Second landform cutting allows view toward
upper quarry something which the existing
high walls prevent.

Northern Walkway Access

It also provides direct public access to walk
along the excavated quarry face.

ft
View sha

arry
down qu

y
up quarr

Relatively flat initial
platform grassed
areas with cutting
leading towards
sloped access

Maintaining existing Northern face
access way, framing views up towards
top of quarry as one walks upwards

Graded grassed area
with 16.6% slope
framing view of
excavated back wall

Maintain excavated
back wall with
provisions for
vegetation regrowth

Northern walkway
view shaft with
lookout as focal point
Lookout platform provides
external views across the
region and lower quarry

Upper platform allows seamless access into
scenic lookouts with provisions for
mountain climbing and abseiling.
Structures enable “on-the-edge” experience

8

10

3
10

7 11

5

10

Maintaining the excavated
face along with anchor
structures creates usable
space for abseilers and rock
climbers to take advantage of

10
10
5

9 11 3
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Gabion retaining wall
backfilled with rock

4
1 7
11

10
10

10

16.6% slope ramp
access to upper
grassed area

Gabion wall frames view
toward upper platform

8
10

9 11

5

8 10

External stairs provide
1 4 7
access onto grassed
terraces

2
11

8

9
2 11

4
1 7

10

Stair access to
terraced and upper
grass spaces

2

2 11
8
10

Grassed area for
passive recreation
Internal 16.6% slope framing view of
initial platforms cliff face

Gabion retaining walls create
level grassed areas
Abseiling

1

Lookout

2

Dog Area

3

Scenic
Rock
Quarry
Climbing Info Trail Lookout

4

5

7

Bikeable
Routes

Picnic
Areas

Walk able
Routes

Rest
Areas

8

9

10

11

100m

200m
Scale 1:3500

Iteration focusses on a cohesive and adaptable open space design which preserves the qualities of each platform. Basin
remains a large grass area for passive recreation, its proximity to Ruahine St makes it most accessible to the public.
Access is made through one pathway along the base of the sloped walls, the other a linear path cut into the landscape
leads directly into the basin centre. Stairs and ramps provide an interesting southern face path, with two bush walk
paths leading to a lookout nestled amongst vegetation. The initial platforms central area is terraced with stair and ramp
access framing views towards the upper levels as users navigate off the main route. Grass meadows facilitate passive
recreation and intimate interaction with excavated walls, these meadows emphasise the height of these excavated walls.
Upper platform has six lookouts, three include provisions for abseilers and rock climbers, with seating and grass for
passive recreation along with paths that encourage occupants across the site, beside exposed walls and towards
surrounding paths and lookouts. To achieve cohesiveness, access from the top platform down to the middle platform is
via a bush walk type path connected to a secondary path which leads to a scenic lookout overlooking Kapiti.
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6

CHAPTER SIX
Literature Review

Tendencies of the Discipline

6.1

This thesis centres on the notion of alleviating spatial disconnection between local
towns and sites of extraction. As populations and cities continually grow, natural
landscapes, open spaces, and vital community links begin to suffer as a result. This
literature discussion addresses an ideology coined by Jane Hutton, regarding
‘Reciprocal Landscapes’ and the relationship between production and consumption
landscapes. Literature tendencies and techniques surrounding quarry rehabilitation,
before finally discussing the role landscape architecture plays in transforming
post-industrial landscapes into quality usable spaces.
This subsequently leads on to discuss case studies that apply reciprocal principles
through open space design within post-industrial landscapes. The case studies analyse
how their design composition facilitates negotiation of post-industrial landscapes
achieving reciprocity. Tendency examples look at the Former BP Park and Ballast Point
Park - two coastal Sydney landscapes which received brutal industrial treatment and
the Highline in New York - an abandoned railway infrastructure re-established as an
elevated urban destination park.
The chapter concludes by exploring tendencies of linear park spaces and how their
design could influence the approach to open space within Paraparaumu East urban
environment.
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RECIPRICAL LANDSCAPES
Space

Purchase

Mining

Transportation

Transportation

Production

Infrastructure

Sorting & Storing
QUARRY
CLOSED

Natural Re Vegetation

Time

Fig: 98 // Diagrammatic explanation of the reciprocal nature
of minerals and aggregates extraction from the earth’s surface
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RECIPRICAL LANDSCAPES
Every day we have the potential of being exposed to
degrees of reciprocity, anything that mutually benefits
two parties is a reciprocal exchange.
“Reciprocity is defined as the practice of exchanging
things with others for mutual benefit”Oxford Dictinary
There are also times when exchanges may not
necessarily be reciprocated, or in other words one
party benefits more from exploiting the other. There is
no better example than that of the extraction industry.
Extraction enables development with society relying
heavily on production landscapes such as quarries,
forests and factories to produce the materials to
sustain development. We fabricate, cut down, dig out
raw materials to use in construction of our physical
environments, yet very rarely do we pause to think
about the origin of these materials or the exploitation
of production landscapes in the process of acquiring
these materials. (Carlisle and Pevzner)
Extraction is a local activity. As the world becomes
increasingly urban and spatially distant, reliance upon
isolated extraction sites increases. As a result, natural
landscapes are altered and relationships between
production and consumption recede further from our
daily view. It is easy to visually identify materials that
are used to construct our physical environments;
however it becomes a lot harder to imagine their
origin when there is no visual or physical ‘connection’
to them.
The focus of materials in the creation of landscapes is
the role materials have in construction - not where the
material has come from. Robert Smithson, who was
an American artist, challenged this notion of
displaced landscapes taking from the quarry and
placing into an art gallery (Hutton, 40).

Smithson assembled a collection of rocks all various
shapes and sizes gathered from different quarries
placing them in a wedge shape on the gallery floor.
Accompanying the wedges were images of each quarry
from where these rocks were removed. Intention of the
exhibit was to challenge viewers to consider the
reflective void between two places. By making people
think about where, why and how these rocks came to
lay here, a moment of reflection before realising that
without production landscapes this exhibit and most
of our built environments would seize to exist.
Jane Hutton discusses a similar paired landscape
ideology in her essay, ‘Reciprocal Landscapes: Material
Portraits in New York City and elsewhere’, Hutton
traces the material pathway from production
landscape quarry, steel mill and forest to their
consumption in constructing urban landscapes (Hutton).
She mentions that “while it is easy to observe materials
used in construction, there remains little consideration
or acknowledgement to the production landscapes
where these materials originate.” (Hutton)
Hutton’s study of displaced landscapes focusses on
materials used in construction of three public
landscapes in New York. Costal Maine granite used to
construct Central Park’s Reservoir House, Ambridge,
Pennsylvania structural steel used in Riverside Park
and Northern Brazil lumber used in the construction
of New York’s Highline (Hutton, 40). Across these three
displaced landscapes, Hutton identifies reciprocal
relationships between production and consumption
landscapes (Hutton, 40). Materials used in construction of
urban environments are physical ‘fragments’ of
isolated production landscapes. This is why they are
often overlooked in the exchange of reciprocity
(Hutton,40).

Jane Hutton’s conclusions stipulate that society is more
conscious of where their food comes from yet remain
ignorant to the far more impactful extraction industry,
preferring hazardous materials come from far off
landscapes. This “out of sight out of mind” mentality
hinders reciprocal relationships. However, if people
who benefit from these landscapes become responsible
for their impact, landscape reciprocity is achievable.
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Maine, ME. USA
New York, NY. USA

Ambridge, PA. USA

Belém, Brazil

Granite Quarry, Maine United States

South Gate House, Central Park, New York

Houses and steel mills, Ambridge,
Pennsylvania

Milled ipê (Tabebuia sp.) lumber, Belém,
Brazil

Steel Frames Installed Riverside
Park , New York

ipê Benches, High Line, New York
Images extracted from Jane Hutton - Reciprocal landscapes:
material portraits in New York City and elsewhere.
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LANDSCAPE REHABILITATION
The Quarry is an industrial landscape which reflects
aggregate demand necessary to sustain our urban
environments. Extracted from mineral reserves,
aggregate is the primary resource used in
construction of buildings, roads and infrastructures.
The result of such large-scale extraction causes
significant disturbance to the surrounding
environment. Altered topographies, removal of soils,
habitat and vegetation loss creates an ‘environmental
imbalance’ changing the lands natural aesthetic, a
‘scar’ on the landscape.
The greatest demand for aggregate comes from within
our urban environments. Therefore, it is common for
quarries to appear in discrete isolated locations often
on the edge between urban and rural, the hinterland.
Their proximity to urban areas limits transportation
yet far enough away to avoid conflicting land-uses.
Nowadays, quarries operate under strict rules and
regulations. This control helps reduce disturbance to
the natural landscape. The biggest impact as a result of
extraction is the imbalance caused to the natural
environment. Part of the quarry life cycle, operations
must consider how this imbalance will be corrected
post-closure, ensuring a continuous use for the site is
achievable. This correcting process is more commonly
known as rehabilitation;
“The action of restoring something that has been
damaged to its former condition” Oxford Dictinary
Quarry rehabilitation is an extensive lengthy process
involving multiple professions whose motivations are
to create a scientific, engineered and ecological
response to mitigate the effects of quarrying.
Rehabilitation has a tendency to restore sites to their

pre-industrial characteristics, creating landforms that
support future uses and surfaces capable of
establishing vegetation similar to those previously.
Rehabilitation plans influence the extraction process;
it is important post-use planning begins early on in
the quarry’s life cycle. The longevity of quarrying
makes following plans to their entirety difficult.
Amendments should be made based on an on-going
process to ensure sites are capable of achieving a
continuous future use.
The extent of quarrying is individually unique to each
site However, evidence suggests quarries have three
common elements, the quarry floor, excavated faces
and benches-access roads. Quarry floors are primarily
the focus for post-quarry reuse with excavated walls
the focus for re-vegetation. Post-quarry use also
depends on depth below the water table, voids can
either refill with water (Department of Environment, 1989) or
remain dry where levelled surfaces are ripped for top
soiling and revegetation. Excavated faces present the
greatest challenge in rehabilitation due to their height,
steepness and being the most visible features stripped
bare of vegetation. Successful rehabilitation hinges on
the expertise and knowledge during initial planning
of landform design, as the landforms created as a
result of extraction form the foundations of the
rehabilitated landscape.
The role of the landscape architect is to offer
knowledge in creating techniques to rehabilitate sites
with a holistic design approach considering
ecological, human and landform systems. This
combination creates an outcome which positively
benefits the environment and nearby communities.
Techniques not only mitigate the visual impacts but
also explore the opportunities for recreation,
biodiversity and creation of usable space for the
public.
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Rollover slopes; created using soils, fill or waste
materials tipped over the edge forming gentle slopes
across excavated faces. Landform smoothness
contrasts the natural environment and may not look
or behave like natural landforms would. Backfilling;
filling voids with materials to achieve full or partial
pre-quarry contours. Due to the scale of modern
quarries, this technique requires large volumes to
achieve desired landforms, in some cases full
pre-quarry contours are achievable. Bench planting;
intention is to cut platforms that support vegetation
growth eventually concealing rock faces. A layer of
soil is spread across each bench which prevents
deep-root vegetation from growing, however visual
mitigation is possible when benches are closely
spaced. Natural rehabilitation; most common
technique, rock faces are deliberately collapsed to
mimic natural landforms. Rock mounds formed at the
base provide foundation for soil to be placed on top
creating a planting surface. The use of overburden
soils increases the success of natural revegetation.
Creating vegetation gaps can become a designable
feature as this exposes traces of the sites former uses to
the public who will inhabit these spaces.
POST-INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPES

Post-Industrial Landscapes are places whose former
use are associated with industrial or manufacturing
processes. ‘Landscapes’ such as landfills, factories and
quarries are easily identifiable within cities or natural
environments, appearing dilapidated, abandoned and
overgrown. Industrial landscapes present a dangerous
yet attractive opportunity for landscape architects to
transform beautiful forgotten ruins into vibrant
usable spaces.
Landscape architects are increasingly being
recognised as the most critical designers of
post-industrial landscapes (Green). Their role is to
highlight the significance of landscapes and explore
opportunities to transform marginalised landscapes
into awe-inspiring usable space - spaces which
preserve historic and cultural significance of former
industrial activities (Hartford). Neglected spaces
negatively impact environments as well as
communities, yet their presence is a symbolic
representation of a regions heritage and development.
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Post-industrial design is characterised as mutual fusion
of the new with the old. Preserving the ‘timeless’ quality
of a site is achieved through retention of industrial
artefacts, landforms and encouragement of
spontaneous re-vegetation (Green). Designed spaces avoid
unnecessary structures or objects, rather focussing on
establishing a meaningful spatial relationship that
opens the public up to areas to gain a sense of
appreciation at the historical significance of former
activities that would normally be closed to the public or
completely demolished.
There is a tendency with post-industrial design that in
order to create something new, evidence of former use
or activities are permanently erased, often due to urban
pressures intruding within industrial sites. It wasn’t
until a rapid cultural shift in the 1960-70s which saw
public perception begin to appreciate sites becoming
aware of their unique spatial qualities and what they
symbolise particular to those people who live and grew
up near these landscapes (Holden).
We only witness the impact large scale exploitation has
of the natural environment from an aerial perspective.
With high quality satellite imagery, we can begin to see
the impact, yet physically we have no understanding of
the impact man and machine has.
The following case study examples demonstrate
successful examples of post-industrial design. Each of
the studies provides increased access into or onto their
landforms, creating an environment that ensures spaces
are usable for a wide range of purposes. Each example is
viewed from a negotiable, landform and reciprocal
perspective. Artefacts of the site’s former uses influence
the site’s future use. For Example, the Highline, a
disused railway line transformed into an elevated park,
creates an alluring break from the chaotic streets with
views of the Hudson and New York.

Former BP Site Park

Ballast Point Park

High Line Park

Seaside Körbecke

Barry Curtis Park

Community Common
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Former BP Site Park
Waverton Peninsula - Sydney
“The design reconnects these fragments then contrasts them against simple contemporary
structures in order to maintain their visual and cultural prominence.”

Fig: 99 // Main Image // Design Site Plan
Fig: 100 // Top Image // Walkway floating above the underlying sandstone, view toward Sydney CBD
Fig: 101 // Middle Image // Carved sandstone once housing oil tanks, curved lookout platform above
Fig: 102 // Bottom Image // Industrial remnant of oil tanker drop off point.
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Located on Waverton Peninsula overlooking Sydney harbour, lies a 2.5ha
contemporary park space, which has emerged from a polluted industrial past time
(McGregor Coxall). BP acquired the site in the 1920s, becoming the primary location for 31 oil
tanks and auxiliary buildings carved into the natural sandstone resulting in dramatic
landforms (McGregor Coxall). Abandoned in 1980, remediation saw buildings demolished
and tanks removed, all that remained was fragmented artefacts of the sites heritage.
The design weaves past, present and future narratives creating an environment that
reconnects the public with the sites industrial heritage, encouraging negotiation
amongst regenerative bushland, constructed wetlands and elevated viewing platforms
exposing the public to these dramatic landforms, geology and regenerative native
vegetation (McGregor Coxall).
The design entices users to walk the landform edges to grasp an understanding of the
damage inflicted upon the natural landscape whilst maximising views across Sydney
Harbour. Elevated walkways and platforms minimise soil disturbance allowing
landforms to remain preserved. Large circular grass areas outline the former storage
tank footprints where passive recreation occurs giving users an up-close interaction
with these dramatic landforms. The design combines artefacts, recycled rubble and
modern materials to enable negotiation juxtaposing what was once there and what
there is now.

Fig: 103 // Park elements that facilitate in reciprocity across the
site aiding in allowing visitors to explore and negotiate the site
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Fig: 104 // Park elements that facilitate Negotiation,
aiding visitor’s exploration and discovery of the site
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Former BP Site Park

Ballast Point Park

High Line Park

Seaside Körbecke

Barry Curtis Park

Community Common
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Ballast Point Park
Birchgrove - Sydney
“The design takes advantage of recycling material remnants of the sites history, allowing the silent materials and
landforms to be valued for the theatrical spaces they create.” (McGregor + Coxall)

Fig: 105 // Main Image // Ballast Point Design Site Plan
Fig: 106 // Top Image // Staircase leading up from lower terrace entering through upper bund wall
Fig: 107 // Middle Image // Remnant fuel storage tanks with polished concrete access steps
Fig: 108 // Bottom left Image // Partially demolished bund wall retaining wall filled with recycled rubble
Fig: 109 // Bottom Right Image // Concrete edge with grass symbolises locations of fuel storage tanks
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Located on the Birchgrove headlands, Ballast Point is a 2.5ha post-industrial relic park which draws public interest from
rejuvenating the sites chequered history (McGregor + Coxall). The design demonstrates a rich vein of heritage by preserving
layers of former uses, such as sandstone cliffs represent a time when ballast was quarried, resulting in dramatic landform
features within the park, with circular footprints and oil tanks expressing a more recent time when the site was acquired
by Caltex as a fuel storage depot. For years that followed the site was fenced off left in a static contaminated state.
Reciprocity is woven into a framework which retains selective relics, recycled materials with subtle elements to create an
environment which allows silent materials and landforms to unravel the sites history layer by layer, expressed through a
contemporary open park space. The site received brutal treatment for many years, yet ways of negotiating the site remain
peaceful, delicate and respectful, with transitions between spaces done in a way that it becomes a theatrical performance.
Ballast Point and BP Park are examples of contaminated industrial landscapes which have been appreciated for the value
and opportunities to become usable open spaces for the public, a way for the public to appreciate, experience and
negotiate landscapes through reciprocity. Both designs unravel their sites hidden heritage value bringing it to the surface.

Fig: 110 // Main Image // Features of the parks design
that facilitates in negotiating the industrial site
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Fig: 110 // Main Image // Features of the parks design
that facilitates in negotiating the industrial site
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The High Line Park
New York - New York

“The Highline is a rejuvenated elevated railway reclaimed as an extraordinary park, it
serves its purpose of being a journey in addition to being a place”.

Fig: 111 // Main Image // Diagrammatic plan of the High Line Park
Fig: 112 // Top Image // Railway lines create key walking features within the park’s preservation design
Fig: 113 // Second Image // Path design allow relaxation areas with edge seating promenade movement through centre
Fig: 114 // Third Image // Moveable deck seats along segments of railway tracks
Fig: 115 // Bottom Image // Vegetation design softens harsh industrial surroundings providing an urban escape
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The Highline is a 2.3km park built on an
abandoned elevated railway in New York’s
West Side. The design prides itself on being
landscape and not architecture, an
industrial relic resurrected as an aerial rail
to trails green park. The design combines a
mixture of naturalised planting (fig
117,119, 127) seating (fig 116,126), viewing
platforms (fig 118), paths and topographies
for visitors to navigate and experience
views across the city and Hudson River.
Railways served a vital role in New York’s
development, as new forms of transport
increased, use of the highline declined,
eventually closing in 1980. The bulky and
inaccessible ruin crossing streets attracted
little attention, becoming a physical relic of
New York’s changing economy. The design
combines a mixture of the old with the new
through preserving the “railway” heritage
by exposing sections of railway in-between
self-seeding vegetation that thrived on the
disused tracks with seamless paths
allowing visitors to walk in-between the
tracks which trains once utilised (fig 125).
The Highline is a place which is wild but
cultivated, slow yet animated, intimate and
open, a precedent which avoids over
designing from what its heritage once was,
being a way to get off the street. Originally
used to safely elevate movement of goods
from the street, the design takes advantage
of the remnant artefact as a way of
removing people from the street, providing
spectacular views and moment of rest
breathing life into a forgotten industrial
landscape.

Fig: 116 // Park elements that highlights reciprocity across the structure aiding
in allowing people to explore, negotiate and appreciate the sites history
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Fig 117

Fig 118

Fig 119

Fig 120

Fig 121

Fig 122

Fig 123

Fig 124

Fig 125

Fig 126

Fig 127

Fig 128

Fig: 117 // Planting designed mimics the natural vegetation growing between the railway lines post closure
Fig: 118 // Viewing platform looking up one of the road avenues
Fig: 119 // Pathway design meanders softly blending in with the natural vegetation planting design
Fig: 120 // “Slow Stair” taking visitors from the street up through the structure into the park above
Fig: 121 // Stair access taking visitors from the park down through the structure into the street below
Fig: 122 // Industrial Stairs take users high above street level onto raised walkway above premature woodlands
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Seaside Körbecke
Körbecke, Germany
“The built environment was disconnected from the iconic lake, the design looks to provide an open
space that establishes visual and physical connections to the lake, a space which is open and
adaptable to the needs of everyone”

Seaside Körbecke, is a 3.5ha linear park, designed to function as an integrated open
space which connects the township to their iconic Möhnesee lake. The park has a clear
distinct structure - with two linear and six perpendicular paths forming eight grassed
areas. The parks openness and subtle slopes provide attractive and unobstructed views
from within the township towards the lake, enabling various activities to take place,
whether to play or linger on the lawn.
Related to Paraparaumu, the parks simplicity and linearity creates an open and
unobstructed view of the lake, similar to views that could be established between
Paraparaumu’s town centre towards the quarry. By limiting the number of design
elements, lake views are maximised with large areas capable of adapting to the needs of
users during all times of the day. The iconic element is the lake, within the urban
environment it is obscured from view, this design successfully establishes both visual
and physical connections between town centre and lake, elements which could establish
meaningful connections between quarry and town centre.

Fig: 129 // Main Image // Design Site Plan
Fig: 130 // Bottom Left // Aerial view over park space from the lake up towards the township
Fig: 131 // Bottom Middle // View from township entry to park lowing towards the lake
Fig: 132 // Bottom Right // Ground view creates a flat plan with unobstructed views
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Barry Curtis Park
Auckland, New Zealand
Once completed this extra-large open space park will undoubtably be the community hub of south
Auckland, offering a wide variety of amenities and facilities for people to enjoy all year round.

Barry Curtis Park is one of Auckland’s largest urban open spaces. This “ecological wetland
neighbourhood park” promotes public interest in wetlands and natural storm-water
retention, incorporating 55km of protected natural streams establishing a network of
“green fingers” which connect surrounding residential areas with the park.
The long linear path respects Auckland’s geology by cutting through a mound of earth at
the entry exposing underlying soils, leading into the recreational lawn areas (fig 134).
Active edges along the path enables unrestricted access with a large lawn area for passive
recreation, sporting or community events. Vegetation is planted in rows as reference to
agricultural farmlands which this site was previously used for. Open spaces like these are
vital for Auckland as urban sprawl and open space loss remain a constant issue.
Relating to Paraparaumu, unobstructed open spaces creates an environment that is free to
adapt to the needs of various uses. The linear path provides a connection between both
ends of the park providing links between a large residential population with a quality open
space. With expected population increase its important Kapiti residents have access to
open spaces.

Fig: 134 // Main Image // Aerial view overlooking central path and lawn area
Fig: 135 // Bottom Left // View of the vegetation and active edge along the pathway
Fig: 137 // Bottom Middle // Atop the raised mound looking into cut out pathway
Fig: 138 // Bottom Right // Pathway leading through the raised mound of earth
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Community Common
Mississauga, Canada
“The goal behind our design of this park is to create a flexible and functional green space that can
comfortably accommodate small and large groups of people”

Community Common, is a 1.2ha neighbourhood park in Mississauga, Canada, located adjacent to several
new high-rise residential developments, the design comprises two lawn areas surrounded by an arrangement
of street trees. This green oasis provides a retreat from the heavily built environment supporting year-round
use as a communal hub for public events, cultural activities and everyday interactions. The park
accommodates small to large groups with large grass areas to support passive recreation, separate dog exercise
area with a central water feature breathing life into the park creating an inviting entry point.
Design elements can be related to Paraparaumu as many of the districts large green spaces are located on the
fringes of the region and the need to implement public space within the existing built environment should be
made in a way that contributes to the local identity and character. Integrating green spaces within residential
areas is an effective way of community engagement and that minimalist design creates interesting and
attractive open spaces “designed for people”.

Fig: 139 // Main Image // Design Site plan open space and pyramid landform design
Fig: 140 // Top Right // Aerial of the two grassed landform areas with social plaza centre
Fig: 141 // Middle // View into grassed area from top of pyramid grass area.
Fig: 142 // Bottom // Raised pyramid grass area viewed from street
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CHAPTER SEVEN
The Design

Overall Design
Chapter Seven details the developed outcome for settlement and park space design within
the Paraparaumu East community and open space design of Kapiti’s hinterland quarry.
The chapter begins by detailing “Settlement”, integration of medium density housing
typology within an existing low-density community. The design removes the old and
dilapidated, replacing it with the new. The scheme demonstrates how concentrating
population enables a tighter community with increased opportunities to live closer to quality
open spaces. Settlement design enhances and protects the village identity, highlighting the
capacity in which existing communities could adapt their urban environment in a way which
allows creation of quality open spaces and crucial linkages between Kapiti’s town centre and
mountain ranges, aspects which Paraparaumu East were significantly lacking.
The chapter proceeds to detail the secondary component which completes the urban
framework, “Open Park Space”. The design implements a quality new piece of open space
within an existing community where previous open spaces were insufficient. Open space
design engages and responds to the pressures of future housing demand, frames existing
natural features and additionally adds a well-connected quality piece of year-round usable
open space, which caters for all user types, integrated into the wider Kapiti Coast Open Space
Network.
The chapter concludes by detailing an alternative post-use open space design of Kapiti’s
industrial hinterland quarry. This scheme challenges the status quo of post closure
development avoiding traditional responses such as housing developments, artificial lakes or
sculpture gardens, creating a new quality open space integrated within Kapiti’s Open Space
Network. This design outcome is one of many which could take place; however, it is a
site-specific response which produced a usable space for Kapiti residents, inadvertently
creating reciprocal exchange offering meaningful connections and engagement between the
public and their quarry.
The combination of both designed spaces generates an informative site-specific response
where the outcome demonstrates how communities could adapt to allow intensification to
absorb an increased population whilst limiting urban sprawl. Creating usable spaces within
an industrial landscape can diversify open space provisions that otherwise would not occur
within Kapiti’s landscape. Lastly the rehabilitation of unique man-made landscapes can be
done where reciprocity is exchanged through meaningful connections contributing to
alleviate spatial disconnection between a region and their quarry.
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Fabric Layout Development

First iteration explores a single linear row of housing
fronting onto the open space. Development was
accessed by a single lane way between Hinemoa and
Ruahine St. 22 dwellings could be implemented within
this configuration. Each block contains four dwellings
with a community area. Three off street carparks
provide provisions for residents and park users.

Second iteration explores flipping the housing units to
front on to each other in an effort to increase the
number of units. Lane way between Hinemoa and
Ruahine St remains with secondary roads
perpendicular providing access to the housing units.
The iteration creates eight dwellings in each block with
a total of five blocks. A total of 40 units would be
possible.

Third iteration developed upon the concept of double
stacking, combining two rows of front facing units.
The iteration has two lane ways between Hinemoa and
Ruahine St, secondary linking roads improve site
connectivity. Each housing block has a total of four
units with each row containing five blocks, a
combined total of 40 units. Iteration achieves the same
number of units yet increases provisions for open
space within the development, for use by residents, the
public or establishment of community gardens.

Final iteration is a combination of iterations two and
three. Development is accessed by a single lane way
between Hinemoa and Ruahine St with secondary
roads providing access to rear units. The Iteration
maintains 40 dwellings however arranged the way
they are compliments the existing urban character.
These 40 units occupy half the land area that previous
low density housing occupied. This enabled provision
for a quality open space design to occur on the
remaining land area.
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Open Space Development

The initial move for the open space design was to daylight
the piped stream and storm water system providing the
first subtle link between the hills and coastal plain. The
stream follows the natural topography of the site heading
east to west. The stream and riparian planting provide a
‘soft’ margin between the park and housing area. It begins
to encourage flora-fauna ecologies to return and establish,
extending the mountain to sea ecological corridor.

Once provisions for the stream and riparian planting was
established, means of access within the space was
conceptualised. The concept design frames and
emphasise an unobstructed view toward the quarry.
Initial move implements two linear paths linking
Hinemoa St to the quarry. The open space required
connections to the settlement, secondary paths run across
the park aligning with pathways within the housing area.
Access over the stream and riparian planting is across
timber walkways.

After pathways were established it separated the large
grassed areas into smaller lawn areas with provisions
providing for passive recreation, dog walking, weekend
markets or sporting activity. Hinemoa St has a more
formalised design which includes multiple paths, with
gabion seats backfilled with quarry rock. This provides an
area for pause and relaxation with views to the quarry
without needing to walk the length of the park. This
formal entrance forms the starting point for connection
between the township and the quarry site.

The final concept iteration of the park space and
settlement area with provisions of increased housing,
community space capable of food production or usable
play space. Ecology area between park space and housing
creates a focal point in the park whilst also strengthening
the mountain to sea ecological corridor, break in the
riparian planting allows moments of engagement for park
uses with the stream. Across the remaining park space,
street planting along the edges creates a soft boundary
between open space and road with ample seating along
the park’s entirety.
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Aims and Objectives

Initial Criteria
Increase housing opportunities within an existing declining urban areas.
Explore an alternate ‘reciprocal’ reuse for Kapiti Quarry.
Explore opportunities to create meaningful connections between Paraparaumu East and
Kapiti Coast district to their hinterland industrial quarry.
Provide open space provisions within a declining community with insufficient quality open
space.
Provide open space provisions within an industrial quarry, strengthening ecological
mountain to sea corridors.

Developed Criteria
Need to protect, enhance and develop access to Kapiti’s unique, natural, cultural and
heritage landscapes, ensuring integration within the wider network so they are not isolated
or forgotten.
Need for large peri-urban ‘wild’ areas to provide relief and escape from the built
environment.
Provide quality open space provisions for communities likely to experience severance and
loss of open space due to completion of M2PP Expressway which also considers Kapiti’s
ever aging population.
Need to protect Kapiti Coast’s village identity.
Promote future housing intensification and consolidation within existing urban areas to
encourage opportunities for residents to live closer to quality open spaces, improve
environmental quality, strengthen mountain to sea ecological corridors and encourage
community land for food production.
Explore opportunities to create quality open spaces within a declining urban community
with insufficient quality open spaces.
Explore opportunities to create diverse quality usable spaces within an industrial landscape,
creating meaningful and reciprocal linkages between Kapiti’s townships and their hinterland
quarry.
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SETTLEMENT

Ruahine Street
50m

100m
Fig: 1.01 // Rendered plan of Medium Density Housing development
Scale: 1:1500

Detailed Design
Medium Density Housing Development
For regions to grow and accommodate increasing populations, new dwellings must be
constructed. Kapiti has developed in a way that has seen low density sprawl across much of
the landscape resulting in extensive infrastructure to connect settlements. This scheme
integrates a new medium density housing typology within an existing low density
community.
The focus area for new open space and housing is within the acquired land between
Hinemoa St, Tongariro St, Ruahine St and existing housing boundary. Both schemes (park
space + housing) occupy 3.62ha of developable land (105m x 345m). Condition of the site
includes 18 houses in various states of decay and a light-industrial site. In order to acquire
this land, existing homes would be removed or demolished with light-industrial site moved
alongside the railway corridor.
The MDH scheme introduces 40 dwellings occupying 1.78ha, double the number of original
houses on half the area it previously occupied. Development includes 816m2 of storm water
management systems, ecology and vegetation, with 1872m2 of usable space for parklands or
community gardens.
Scheme maintains the linear east-west configuration evident across much of the region, with
a shared laneway connecting Hinemoa and Ruahine St, perpendicular roads provide access
to houses behind. Narrow road widths with deviations entice slow vehicle movement with
priority given to cyclists and pedestrians. High permeability within development encourages
multiple access routes, paths to walk, grass areas to play or relax with maximum 40m walk
between structures to reach open spaces. Deliberate linear arrangement of roads and paths
within the housing and park spaces promote framed views towards the quarry. This
community is within 50-300m from the quarry, the layout needed to emphasise this key
relationship.
Testing dwelling numbers, density and physical layouts varied from single rows, to
continuous lines however upon reflection this developed layout remained consistent. Built
form avoids dominating the landscape, sufficient space for vehicle and pedestrian movement
and inclusion of a “pipe free” storm water management system maintains the village identity
whilst remaining open to surrounding communities who can freely wander through the
development and park space. Upon reflection, this scheme has the potential to house 160
permanent residents within this configuration, assuming minimum of four residents reside
in each unit.
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Elevation E-EE

Scale:1:2500

Ruahine
Street

Ecological stream
area and riparian
planting

Shared Community garden and
laneway adaptive park space

Community garden and
adaptive park space

Stream opening
Housing blocks
encourages interaction
with stream

Park space buffer
between housing area
and Ruahine St

Fig: 1.02 // Top // Rendered overall plan of medium density housing development
integrated within the existing Paraparaumu East community.
Fig: 1.03 // Bottom left & right // Closer zoom plans of street layout and housing
arrangements within the new settlement.
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Fig: 1.04 // Diagrammatic plan demonstrating pedestrian and vehicle
movement and directional flow within the new housing development

Pre-Design Housing Condition

Post-Design Housing Condition

Industrial Buildings (to be moved)
8 Empty Houses (to be demolished)
10 Houses in various states of decay (to be demolished)

New Medium Density Housing
Park Space

Fig: 1.05 // Diagrammatic plan demonstrating Housing conditions
before and after implementation of Medium Density Housing.
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Fig: 1.07 // Diagrammatic plan of unobstructed view shafts within housing
area towards park space
and towards the Quarry
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Existing
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Fig: 1.08 // Section A-AA
Scale: 1:400

21m

Timber fences and existing
vegetation provide a buffer zone
between the existing housing and
the new housing

Private Space

Public
Space

Private Space

42m

Hinemoa St

Houses on the left fronting
Hinemoa St have direct access
with housing on the right fronting
by a shared lane and park space.

7m

Front facing dwellings face a shared laneway
and the open park space. Laneway has a 1.5m
(w) footpath on both sides, 4m (w) roadway
with a 1.5m (w) storm water management
located in front of each dwelling
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Private Space

Private Space

With a walking distance of 40m across the built
structures, implementing four units per block
avoids the unsightly repetitiveness commonly
associated with MDH. Two flexible parks located
at the rear provide an internal public space for the
community to engage with, front houses face the
open park space.

Shared Dual
Laneway
Parkspace

40m
5m wide shared laneway, with a
1.5m wide path separated by a 1.5m
wide storm water raingardens. Grass
provides a soft edge between the
laneway and housing on right.

1. Footpath
2. Raingardens
3. Laneway
4. Road

19m

Housing arrangement Example. With four
‘units’ in each block, this example shows two
units on the left as ‘terraced’ units with garages
separating the two. The two units on the right
are ‘combined’ with garages on either side.

Shared Laneway
Parkspace

4

Community Gardens & Flexible
Park Space

40m

Between each arrangement of houses,
an adaptive park space provides an
area for passive recreation community
gardens to take place creating an
informal community meeting point

Fig: 1.10 // Section C-CC
Scale: 1:800

21m

Private Space

19m

Private Space

1 2

Public space in-between housing
of 6m, this includes a 1.5m (w)
footpath, 1.5m (w) rain garden
and 3m (w) shared laneway

Community Gardens & Flexible
Park Space

Fig: 1.09 // Elevation B-BB
Scale: 1:500
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6m

Park
Space

Public
Space

Private Space

Private Space

40m
Shared laneway with one-way traffic
on either side with a grass and tree
planted median strip, the lawn
increases permeable surface area for
storm water runoff.

Shared
Laneway

Private Space

Shared Public Space

Ecological Area Park Space

Fig: 1.11 // Section D-DD - Housing to Park Relationship
Scale: 1:250
21m

34m

Access within the housing development is made
possible through interval pathways. Running
beside dwellings, timber fences and vegetation
provide the necessary privacy whilst still providing
an acceptable level of visual safety.

Public Space

Shared
Laneway

Shared
Laneway

Private Space

Fig: 1.12 // Elevation E-EE
Scale: 1:400
7m

42m

Fig: 1.12 represents the housing layout at either
end of the development. Housing widths are 42m
from front boundary to front boundary. Houses
on the left front onto Hinemoa St and a shared
laneway (shown on plan), with the right hand
arrangement fronting onto two shared lanes and
grassed spaces (fig: 1.12)

Shared Dual
Laneway
Parkspace

The close proximity of the ecological stream area
within the park to the housing development provides
an attractive street appeal within comfortable walking
distance. Stream provides a natural divide between the
housing development and the park space

8m

Combining street tree planting and planted storm
water pits, installs a sense of visual amenity,
softening the impact of the built environment.
Vegetation within these areas contributes to street
character, identity and provides a barrier between
the road and footpaths.

Private Space

Shared
Laneway
Parkspace

Private Space

40m
This is an example of the second layout
arrangement where two units are combined
with garages on either side, with units
arranged like this, units behind have a view
shaft through the built form in front.

Park Space

Shared laneways are primarily
for the use of residents,
reflected in their narrow width
with affordances for on street
parking available.

Shared Laneway
with Public
Parkspace

42m
End of the housing development, units open
onto a shared laneway on the left with housing
on the right facing a tree planted grassed park.
Vegetation softens the built form providing
visual amenity whilst managing storm water.
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Fig: 1.13 // Perspective view taken within housing area looking up towards quarry. Rain gardens
positioned in front of housing units with walking pathways separate to the shared laneway.
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Fig: 1.14 // Internal perspective view of community garden and
adaptive park space within housing area, quarry visible in background
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PARK SPACE

Ruahine Street
50m

100m
Fig: 2.01 // Rendered plan of linear park within surrounding
context, ecological day lighted stream with connection into quarry
Scale: 1:1500

Detailed Design
Open Park Space
Open Park Space is the secondary design component forming the developed urban area
of Paraparaumu East. The design developed from conclusions discussed during the
tendencies chapter, resulting in an open spaces design which focuses on a strong linear
relationship, minimalist design and adaptable for multiple uses all year round.
For the design to be implemented, as stated in the detailed settlement design, houses
would be removed or demolished with the industrial site moved to the industrial area
beside the railway corridor. By acquiring this land, a quality open space design emerged,
one which compliments the existing urban environment, engages with existing natural
and man-made features, frames the quarry and integrates usable open space to an area
where open space was insufficient.
The design has two key features, the central lawn and Hinemoa St entrance and ecological
stream-riparian planting area. The design addresses Paraparaumu East’s lack of open
space creating 2.5ha of publicly accessible open space within an established residential
community integrated within the wider Kapiti Coast Open Space Network
Central Lawn and Hinemoa St Entrance
Central lawn and Hinemoa St entrance creates 1.45ha of publicly accessible usable open
space. The entrance is an informal gathering point with planter boxes, seating and paths
across the site. Seats are made from gabion cages filled with rock with planting framing
paths and views towards the quarry. Central lawn has 12 various sized fields defined by
paths which deliberately align with walkways crossing the stream into the housing
development and existing community features such as the primary school and quarry.
Three of the larger lawn spaces are free from obstructions with smaller areas including
tree planting and seats. The park encourages numerous uses whether dog walking,
relaxing in the sun or planned sporting-community events.
Ecological Stream and Riparian Planting
The ecological area is 0.96ha. The piped stream has been day lighted with storm water
from Tongariro St, Ruahine St and catchment of the quarry’s surrounding valleys,
providing a constant source of water following the sites natural gradient towards
Hinemoa St. Riparian stream planting adds 0.19ha of native vegetation and ecology
within the park, providing habitats for local wildlife (birds, insects and some fish), public
points of interest and soft visual barrier between park space and housing area. This
ecological area provides from the source water cleansing before meandering its way
toward Wharemauku stream.
The linear nature and native planting along the stream corridor provide the community
with a visually pleasant open space strengthening the mountain to sea corridor with the
design functioning as a residential park and crucial intermediary landscape between the
town and quarry.
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Linear pathways
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entire length
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openings enable
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Street tree
planting separate
gathering areas
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Bridge access
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Fig: 2.02 // Top // Rendered linear park plan integration within
surrounding Paraparaumu East, ecological day lighted stream
with orientation towards quarry entrance.
Scale: 1:2500
Fig: 2.03 // Bottom left & right // Closer zoomed plans of layout
and arrangement of key features within the linear park space
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Fig: 2.04 // Diagrammatic plan demonstrating expected pedestrian and
vehicle movement and directional flow across the designed open park space
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Fig: 2.05 // Diagrammatic plan highlighting unobstructed view shafts within the
open park space out towards surrounding context and up into the quarry
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Fig: 2.06 // Diagrammatic plan highlights the influence of the new park space on the
existing community interns of providing accessibility to open space within 400m,
there is now only two small areas with fewer than 100 homes not within 400m
walking distance, however all houses are accessible when the distance is 600m
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Existing underground storm water pipes
Street Level Kerbs, Circle represents drain to underground pipe
Below ground storm water pipes leading to ecological stream, as
well as overflow pipes in the housing storm water management
Flow of surface water to natural streams
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Fig: 2.07// Diagrammatic plan highlighting the sites new
hydrology and contributing catchments of water supply to
the ecological stream

Shared Laneway

Private Space

Shared Public Space

Ecological Area Park Space

Fig: 2.08 // Section A-AA - Housing relationship to open park space
Scale: 1:250
21m
Housing units on site are orientated with front
facades towards the park and stream, increasing
safety and awareness with the addition of an
attractive frontage for street facing living rooms and
bedrooms.

Industrial Area

Fig: 2.09 // Elevation B-BB
Scale: 1:350

Hinemoa St

34m
Shared public space covers 9.5m, this
includes a 5m shared road space with a
1.5m wide storm water kerb system on the
housing side, pathways 1.5m wide are on
either side of the roadway

Footpath

Day lighting the concealed stream within Paraparaumu East forms a soft boundary between the park
space and new road. This attractive feature forms a
buffer zone accessible from the housing side and
from within the park space

Open Public Park Space

21m

Hinemoa St is 21m across which allows
for on street parking on both sides with
safe passage of vehicles heading in both
directions.

42m
The Hinemoa St entrance is a transitional entrance
space with two large native planted areas with
incorporated seating across the entrance made from
gabion cages filled with quarry rock, this space
provides an experience of the park for those who wish
to not walk the parks entirety.

The design of Hinemoa St entrance provides a
unique starting point by framing the view down
the parks entirety, whilst softening the
industrial area and road way behind.

Open Public
Park Space

Fig: 2.10 // Elevation C-CC - Entire Park Design
Scale: 1:1100
15m
Hinemoa St entrance and public space
design includes pathways with seating
looking down the parks entirety,
vegetation either side frames entrance
points into the park space.

40m
Grassed areas within the parks
central portion provide large areas
for passive recreation for large to
small groups, organised sporting
events, or large community events.
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18m

40m

18m

Pathways split the park space into three
40m wide lawn areas with nine smaller
grassed areas that range from 14m - 22m,
the adaptiveness of the park allows for
multiple uses at once.

40m

Shared Footpath
Ecological Area
Laneway

Public Park Space

50m
Park seating is constructed from
gabion cages filled with aggregate
from the quarry, spaced to provide
unobstructed views across the park
into the quarry.

Gabion planters with
seating and native plants
forms the boundary edge
of the park space.

Vegetation Gap

Ecology Area

Vegetation Gap

Ecology Area

19m

4m

6m

1m

1m
10m
4m
Fig: 2.12 // Elevation E-EE - Ecological Stream Planting and Access Design
Scale: 1:250
Timber bridges crossing
Gaps within the riparian planting
the stream provides access
across the length of the stream
from the housing area into
facilitating for moment interactions
the park space.
with the streams water edge.

Native riparian planting (sedges, grasses, flaxes and native shrubs)
planted across the stream’s entire length, create new habitats for birds,
insects, and fish. Day lighting the stream strengthens the ecological
corridor between the mountains and sea since this stream reconnects to
the Wharemauku stream, then out to the Tasman Sea.

Ruahine Street

16m

22m

22m

Pathways provide linear access across the
park space with alignment to bridges that
cross the stream gaining access from the
residential housing area into the park space.
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Main linear pathway runs the entire
length of the park space from
Hinemoa St to Ruahine St and the
quarry entrance. Planting provides
visual amenity providing habitat for
birds and insects.

ge

7m
3.5m
6m
Fig: 2.11 // Section D-DD - Hinemoa St park entrance
Scale: 1:350
The stream’s ecological area is 6m across,
normal water level of 500mm deep with flood
allowance of 1.5m. Each stream edge has 2.5m
of native riparian planting including sedges,
grasses and flaxes. Timber walkways provide
access across the stream from the housing
development into the park space.

20m

The park remains obstruction free to
allow the linearity of the park to draw
the eye of park users to the quarry in
front of the park.
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Fig: 2.13 // Perspective view of park entrance from Hinemoa St.
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Fig: 2.14 // Perspective view of day lighted stream and park space, view towards quarry.
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Legend:
1: Basin lookout one
2: Basin lookout two
3: Lookout three
4: Lookout four
5: Lookout five
6: Lookout six
7. Observation structure
8: Ruahine street entrance
9: Upper quarry entrance
10: Basin Platform Design
11: Initial & Middle Platform Design
12: Upper Platform Design
100m

200m

Fig: 3.01 // Overall Quarry render plan emphasising the
scale and location of the three designed platform spaces
Scale 1:2000

Detailed Design
Basin Platform
The Basin is approx. 1.48ha and the first designed platform within the quarry.
Located off Ruahine St, users pass beneath a corten steel structure, a transition from
the urban into the quarry. Design exhibits a minimalist approach, creating an
adaptive usable space suitable for 1 to 1000, preserving and enhancing regenerating
vegetation, with paths encouraging exploration of the platform and further into the
quarry. The design introduces 0.48ha of flat grass, 0.72ha of naturally vegetated
ground covers and surrounding walls, with 0.28ha dedicated to five paths and two
lookouts.
Main path (3) is 220m and retraces the path trucks previously used. An opening
within the surrounding vegetation enables access onto the basin via the encircling
path (10) before a right-hand turn commences the upward journey along the north
face at a gradient which mountain bikers and walkers can negotiate comfortably.
Southern path (2), is 160m commencing with a 33% incline cut into the landform,
an offset path connects to a “bushwalk” path (9) taking visitors up to an observation
platform (6). Continuing on, users negotiate three sets of stairs. This repetitiveness
emphasises the steep topography creating linear view shafts to upper levels. The
path reduces to a 25% slope providing areas of relief and views into the quarry
before a final set of stairs rejoins the main path.
Final path (4), linear slope cut into the landform which levels out with cuts through
vegetation overburden before opening onto the central grass area. A path encircles
the intersection between flat ground and sloped quarry walls, emphasising
vegetated wall verticality the further users walk in (5).
Naturally regenerating vegetation encases all pathways within the basin creating
natural view shafts framing the upper platforms and across Kapiti on the downward
journey. Visible on quarry render plan (fig: 3.01) the southern path visually
connects quarry entrance with lookout three. Deliberate alignment entices visitors
to negotiate further up the quarry experiencing more of the unique landscape.
In order to create linear cuts within the landform on the south and middle paths,
soils and vegetation are retained behind steel sheet piles with a gabion facade
achieves unobstructed views for safe passage. (fig 3.02). Grass areas within the
quarry have 300mm layer of soil spread across the floors to enable grass growth.
Excess overburden soils from excavation occurring at the M2PP Expressway could
be used to achieve this. The aggregate that is going out and soil coming in creates an
exchange of reciprocity.
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Legend:
1: Ruahine St Entrance
2: South face walkway
3: North face walkway
4: Basin entry point one
5: Basin walkway
6: Lookout one
7. Lookout two
8: Lookout three
9: Lookout walkway
10: Basin entry point two

50m

100m
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Fig: 3.02 // Rendered plan of the designed lower basin area
Scale 1:1000

Main access route from
the base entrance of
the quarry retracing
truck route

Naturally revegetating Gabion wall retaining Seating along the edge of
bush, acting as
lawn area, backfilled the access ramp, formed
informal boundaries
with excavated rock from
with excavated
within quarry
quarry rock

Fig: 3.04 // Section: B-BB - Entrance Ramp
Scale: 1:250

Access point of
the walkway
leading into the
basin lawn area

Lower basin
access ramp at a
gradient of 22%

Gabion wall retaining
overburden allowing
linear access through to
the basin lawn area

Basin lawn area

Naturally occurring
vegetation maintained over
overburden stockpiles

Passive
recreation
grass area
lower basin

Steel sheet pilling retaining
overburden soil, gabion wall
Gabion retaining wall
fixed to sheet pilling
backfilled with excavated
Fig: 3.06 // Section: D-DD - Overburden Cutting and Vegetation
quarry rock
Scale: 1:250
Linear walkway cutting through

Existing overburden and
naturally regenerative
vegetation maintained

overburden, vegetation framing views
into lower basin and up into the quarry

Concrete steps, tread depth
250mm rise of 250mm

25% slope graded pathway,
(10m rise over 40m
horizontal)

Diagram of the external view shaft out of the quarry overlooking the
Kapiti Coast at various intervals along the south face walkway

Highest point of walkway, maximum view
View outlook from base of top stairs
Mid-point of walkway base of graded path
Stair case view shafts across Kapiti

Fig: 3.09 // Section: G-GG - South face pathway access design
Scale: 1:450

View bottom of quarry
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Steel sheet and Gabion wall
retains hillside behind to a
height of 3m, Gabion wall
backfilled with quarry rock

Observation point with
views overlooking the
lower basin, out towards
Kapiti Island and up to the
quarry’s upper levels

Existing natural
revegetation of the
surrounding cliff faces

Existing natural
revegetation of the
lower basin
excavated cliff faces

Crushed gravel
pathway

Existing northern
face access up the
quarry, retracing
truck routes
Entry point
Gabion walls form the
perimeter with vegetation
concealing the lookout
within the hillside

Close proximity of vegetation both frames the
views down and up the quarry walking this
route with sporadic openings in vegetation
creates views into the lower basin

Lower basin
grassed area

Fig: 3.03 // Section: A-AA - Lookout Platform
Scale: 1:300
Observation
lookout point

Overburden
vegetation

Fig: 3.07 // Section: E-EE - North face pathway
Scale: 1:300
Grassed area

Pathway

Seating

Retained soil

Gabion wall fixed
to steel sheet
pilling, backfilled
with quarry rock

Sheet pilling

Fig: 3.05 //Section: C-CC - Technical detailing of lower
basin retaining structures
Scale: 1:250
Gabion wall
and sheet
pilling
Southern
face pathway
Vegetated Lookout
quarry face pathway

Horizontal views
across the Kapiti Coast
landscape out towards
Kapiti Island

Northern face
pathway
Fig: 3.08 // Section: F-FF - Basin Section
Scale: 1:600

Lower basin grassed area
facilitated passive recreation

25% slope graded
pathway (5m rise over
20m horizontal)
Concrete Steps
Steel sheet and Gabion wall retains
hillside behind to a height of 3m, Gabion
wall backfilled with quarry rock
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33% slope graded pathway
(7m rise over 21m horizontal)

Quarry Entry Point
(Ruahine St entrance)

Fig: 3.10 // Perspective overlooking the basin area grassed area with lookout
platform nestled within regenerative bush, south face walkway toward the
right hand side with main access route to upper levels in background

Quarry 156

Fig: 3.11 // Perspective of the lower basin access routes, overlooking the enhanced planted
overburden area, tracks lead up toward the platform lookout, south face walkway
(background) traverses the topography joining the main route towards the top.

Quarry 157

Detailed Design
Initial and Middle Platform
The initial platform is a 1.14ha sheltered grass area with three main areas comprised
of central terraces and pathway cutting (8,9), with grass areas in-front of a switch
back path (top 11), with another in-front of a preserved rock face (bottom 11). This
scheme introduces 0.9ha of grass space for passive recreation, 0.24ha of
re-vegetated slopes with numerous paths encouraging movement across the
platform through establishing vegetation and to upper platforms.
Accessed off the main route (1), users follow the exposed ground defined between
two concrete paths (8), leading towards a 16.6% path which concludes atop the
upper terrace (11). On either side of the gabion and sheet piling retaining walls,
stairs access five grassed terraces which provide seating and views over Kapiti.
Open areas are surrounded by re-vegetated walls providing a connected surface for
vegetation to thrive and ecology to rebuild. Benches cut into excavated walls create
suitable planting surfaces needed for vegetation establishment with native species
planted strengthening internal quarry and Nikau Belt ecologies, increasing
biodiversity and visual amenity to these exposed faces.
North-east face incorporates benches cuts into the landform for vegetation growth
as stipulated above, along with access between initial and middle platforms
included in the form of a 10% switch back path. Pathway design is represented in fig
3.13 and fig 3.14 highlighting access is possible from the lower grass area, top
terraced grass area with a secondary path on the south-east face connecting these
platforms.
The decision to incorporate cuts in the terraced and middle landforms, exposing
the upper platform so they are visible from the spaces below, was done to create
visually unobstructed view shafts enticing visitors to explore further up the quarry
which previously due to the walls vertical height the upper quarry views were
obstructed. Retaining walls are steel sheet piling with gabion wall facade, backfilled
with aggregate sourced within the quarry.
A three-point path (3) leads users from the main route where a right turn continues
upward along the main route (4), continuing straight before a right hand turn leads
to a secondary uphill path (5) or lastly, continuing to the end users can enter the
cutting (7), walk along the middle platform beneath the exposed rock face (10) or
follow path (6) to an observation lookout. Path (13) provides a secondary
connection between the middle and upper platform and scenic lookout.
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Fig: 3.12 // Rendered plan of the Initial and Middle platform designed spaces
Scale 1:750
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A

Bench Profile Cutting Design:
Bench width: 500mm
Bench heights: 1m & 1.5m
Slope face cut angle: 20 degrees
Pathway gradients:
A: 10% (Rise 3m Run 30m)
B: 8.5% (Rise 3m Run 35m
C: 4% (Rise 1m Run 25m)

B

C

Pathway widths: 1.5m
Handrail height: 1m
Ground level to top level:
20m vertical

Fig: 3.13 // Section: A-AA - Profile Cutting of Access Pathways and Vegetation Benches
Scale: 1:300

Fig: 3.14 // Elevation: B-BB - Vegetated and Graded Switch Back
Pathway Design
Scale: 1:300
Gabion wall frames view up
toward upper platform lookout

Fig: 3.16 // Elevation: D-DD - Terraced Entry
Steps and Ramp
Scale: 1:250

Graded ramp
access to upper
grassed area

Continuation of
main access route
Existing vegetation creating an
encased pathway framing the
view leading towards lookouts,
trials to upper platform and
along the middle platform

Bench profile cuts to
facilitate new
vegetation growth

Secondary pathway
along edge of exposed
rock face
Natural regenerative
vegetation occurring at the
top of the rock face

Exposed excavation rock
face, maintaining raw nature
of the quarry

Concrete pathway providing secure
access along the middle platform
Vegetated bench profiles

Fig: 3.19 // Section: G-GG - Exposed Rock, Access and Vegetated Benches
Scale: 1:200

Fig: 3.18 // Section: F-FF - Middle Platform pathway condition
Scale: 1:200

Grassed area with exposed
quarry rock face beside

Fig: 3.20 // Section: H-HH - Overall Design Section
Scale: 1:250

Gabion wall backfilled
with quarry rock

Quarry

16.6% Slope Gradient (1 in 6)
Fall of 5m Run of 30m

160

Grassed area for passive
recreation and relaxation

Secondary pathway
Switch back ramp design
providing access from initial
platform to middle platform

Gabion retaining
walls 1m in height,
informal seating

Stair access to
Gabion retaining
grassed terraces and walls create levelled
upper grassed area
grassed areas

Access from switch
Grassed area for
Native revegetation of
back pathway onto top passive recreation - exposed quarry rock face
grassed area
relaxation

Fig: 3.15 // Section: C-CC External Staircase Access
Scale: 1:250

Gabion wall created
from aggregate within
the quarry

Fig: 3.17 // Section: E-EE - Internal
Graded Ramp Access
Scale: 1:250

Concrete Staircase,
200mm tread with
200mm riser

16.6% Gradient slope
(1 in 6)
1m rise every 6m
horizontal

Grassed platform
enabling passive
recreation relaxation

Gabion wall frames the sloped
access entry enticing visitors
up to the grassed area

16.6% Slope Gradient (1 in 6)
Fall of 6m Run of 36m

Vegetated bench profile
behind gabion wall
Access pathway

Bench cuttings to enable
vegetation growth on
exposed quarry face

Grassed platform
enabling passive
recreation relaxation

Continuation of
upper access
pathway

Exposed segment highlighting steel sheet piling behind
the gabion wall, retaining
ground at an existing grade

Vegetated Benches,
providing a
landscape backdrop
within the quarry

Excavation diagram highlighting the cuts made to
enable unobstructed view shafts from the initial
platform up towards the quarry’s upper platform
lookout and the upper platform to the lower basin
as a means of influencing negotiation of the site
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Fig: 3.21 // Perspective view taken from walkway as shown on rendered plan, looking east
towards the terraced and vegetated cliff face and access route from the initial platform below to
the middle platform above, rock anchored netting secures the sheer rock wall in the background.
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Fig: 3.22 // Perspective view taken from an aerial overlook above the middle platform highlighting the
design of the terraced gabion wall grassed areas with vegetated cliff face on right and pathway access route
on the left-hand side. Perspective emphasises the view shaft between the arrival space, up the vegetated cliff
face concluding at the upper viewing platform, nestled amongst the regenerative native bush.
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Detailed Design
Upper Platform
Located at its highest point, the Upper Platform concludes the upward journey and
commences the downward journey when entering from the mountain ranges. The scheme
focusses on three elements, rear entrance (2), grass area and observation structure (3)
emphasising unobstructed views of the region and Kapiti Island.
Platform is assessed beneath a framed corten steel structure, a threshold between the main
path and platform (2). Beneath the structure users have three path options, one heads left to
a ledge which looks down into the lower levels, second path leads straight toward lawn areas,
with a third path on the right splitting in two, enabling access into the ranges beyond (6). All
paths are surrounded by regenerative native bush with spontaneous openings providing
external views on the upward and downward journeys. Path 7,8 link the middle and upper
platform together with access to a scenic lookout (visible on full plan)
A key element throughout this scheme is minimal intervention, preserving the exposed
rocky ground enables visitor’s freedom of choice when exploring the platform or formal
paths can give users an experience from the entrance, beside exposed cliffs, through
observation structure and up onto the grassed areas. The platforms flatness emphasises
views across the region and vertical height of the rear cliff face. Preserving these excavated
walls provides the public with a raw sense of the sites former use.
The platform contains four lookouts with the main observation structure teetering on the
cliff edge. Visible throughout, the corten material will weather over time blending into the
landscape. Set 3m below ground creates a smooth transition from the grass onto the
structure with handrails provided enables panoramic views out across Kapiti, towards Kapiti
Island and into the quarry below. Users enter the structure from paths A or B, once inside
openings frame these iconic views, providing bird watchers, rock climbers and abseilers
with a platform enabling them to safely experience the cliff edge without fear of falling.
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Fig: 3.23 // Rendered plan of Upper Platform Design
Scale 1:1000

Bush walk pathway with
spontaneous openings in
vegetation provides
external views

Bushwalk pathway enclosed
with vegetation
Native ground covers and
bush vegetation separates the
two walkways
Pathway leading from the
middle platform to upper
platform and lookout point

Naturally regenerative
bush over exposed
quarry ground plane

Fig: 3.24 // Section: A-AA - Middle to Upper Platform Access Paths
Scale: 1:200

Ground level with observation
structure creating seamless
transition from grass on to lookout

Maintaining raw nature of
quarry exposing the quarried
face, rock bolt anchors and
mesh net secure slope

Grassed area of the
quarry with 300mm
of soil to facilitate
grass growth

Gabion walls backfilled with
quarry aggregate forms the
mountain gateway

Pathway
encircles the
base of exposed
quarry rock face

Fig: 3.25 // Section: B-BB - Overall Design Section
Scale: 1:450

Maintaining raw nature of quarry
exposing the quarried face, rock bolt
anchors with mesh netting securing slope
Upper quarry walkway

Exposed excavated rock face

Secondary access into
the upper platform

Grassed areas
Pathway leading down
towards lookout and middle
platforms below

Observation
structure

Elevation: G-GG
Scale: 1:250

Fig: 3.30 // Section: H-HH - Observation Structure Access One
Scale: 1:150

Fig: 3.31 // Section: I-II - Observation Structure Access One
Scale: 1:150
Concrete Stairs

Upper Viewing
Platform

Handrail

Handrail

Gabion Wall

Concrete pathway
Concrete Staircase

Retained
Ground

Steel Sheet Piling
Rock
Anchors

Steel Sheet
Piling
Concrete Path

Concrete
Foundation
Corten sheet piling retains the existing ground to a height of 3m, access down to the
observation structure is via concrete stairs which have a tread depth of 250mm and rise
height of 250mm, the observation structures back wall is attached to the sheet piling
acting as a secondary anchor along with the concrete foundation. The depth and design of
the sheet piling would need engineering consultation. However, for this exploration, the
concept of retaining via this method is chosen. The retaining of the ground level to 3m
allows a smooth flat transition from the grassed area onto the upper viewing platform.
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The benefit of sheet piling allows for sufficient
retaining of Earth behind whilst creating a vertical
access way from the top level down into the
observation structure. The narrow width creates an
enclosed feeling aiding in framing the view down
into the quarry and across the Kapiti region whilst
also framing the view of the exposed quarry face as
you exit via this access way.

Pathway condition: 3m wide with
regenerative natives occurring on
the sloped surfaces with pathway
cutting through, creating a wild
bush experience, views over the
bush across Kapiti

Flat observation lookout
with gabion wall create
the surrounds, backfilled
with quarry aggregate

Native vegetation growing on
top of the exposed cliff faces,
native ecology strengthened

Lookouts surrounding vegetation remains
at a height which blends into the landscape
as external views following linear cuts in
the middle and initial platforms down
towards the north face pathway

Fig: 3.27 // Section: D-DD - Vegetated Pathway
Scale: 1:200

Fig: 3.26 // Section: C-CC - Platform Lookout
Scale: 1:250

Paths leading down to
the upper platform
grassed areas
Regenerative
native
vegetation

Opening leads to two
paths for further access
into the valley and
trails behind the quarry

Fig: 3.28 // Elevation: E-EE - Upper
Platform Rear Mountain Access
Scale: 1:250

Enhanced
Gabion wall
regenerative
creates
vegetation viewing ledge
Fig: 3.29 // Section: F-FF - Upper Platform Entry
Scale: 1:250

Rear entrance structure
frames the upper
platform when entering
from the main route

Paths lead off into
the valleys and trails
behind the quarry

Pathways leading deeper into
the mountains and valleys
behind the quarry

Sloped path leading
down to the upper
platform

Exposed excavated
rock face

Fig: 3.32 // Section: J-JJ - Observation Structure Access Two
Upper Viewing Platform
Scale: 1:150

Gabion wall barrier
backfilled with
quarry rock

Quarry Rear
Entrance
Structure

Fig: 3.33 // Section: K-KK - Observation Access Two
Scale: 1:150

Main Route
Access

Upper Viewing Platform

Concrete Stairs

Entry/Exit

Entry/Exit
Ground
Level

Finished Ground
Level
Path Access

Concrete Base

Upon exiting the observation structure directly in line is a
set of steps which lead you up into the secondary grassed
area. This purposeful alignment allows users to enter and
exit the structure with encouragement through sightlines.
Path access also enables visitors to walk between the
upper and middle platforms via the graded pathways as
represented on the plan.

Sloped
Pathway
Steel Sheet Piling

Corten sheet piling retains the ground behind to a level of 3m with a
smooth transition from the grassed area above onto the upper viewing
platform. The slope of the pathway takes users from the top down to
either the entry point of the observation structure or continue further
along the path to access the middle platforms below. The paths
gradient is 40 degrees in order to exaggerate the landform and frame
the view both up and down into the quarry.
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Observation
Structure
Concrete Base

Fig: 3.34 // Perspective looking east up towards the upper platform and observation structure,
view highlights the structure within the quarry environment nestled amongst the naturally
revegetating bush with exposed rock bolted and wire netting cliff face below. Perspective observed
from quarry lookout number 6 with access between the upper and middle platforms visible
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Fig: 3.35 // Perspective view looking north-west over the upper platform designed space.
Foreground shows the entry point to the platform with pathways leading to the mountain ranges
and trails behind. Perspective highlights gabion walls and observation structure providing
opportunities for enclosed and open views of the quarry and out across the region. Grass areas
for active and passive recreation with level access on top of viewing structure.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Reflection

Discussion, Reflection and Conclusion

Reciprocity and the Urban Network
In order to achieve reciprocity, quarries must be seen
from an entire life cycle including post-closure, that way
their proximity to urban areas will be more of a positive
rather than a problem which needs fixing.
Jane Hutton discusses the relationship between paired
landscapes. In this case that relationship refers to spatial
disconnection between production and consumption
landscapes. Spatial disconnection can be alleviated once
the exchange between paired landscapes is mutual. The
Kapiti Coast is undergoing major changes to its natural
landscape. Most of this change has been facilitated by
the materials produced within the quarry. Essentially,
Kapiti benefits from this outgoing resource, yet the
quarry receives no mutual benefit in return.
“Questioning the Quarry” argues that although
extraction removes materials to produce landscapes
elsewhere, what extraction does do is leave behind a
landscape opportunity which can be taken advantage of.
Transforming expired quarries into usable public space
which preserve the sites industrial significance and is
beneficial to both the environment and nearby
communities is one approach to achieve reciprocity.
The aim of this research was to challenge the status quo
of post-quarry reuse design. The design takes advantage
of the quarry’s spatial qualities, creating an array of
usable spaces that exposes the public to a former
industrial landscape. The design provides increased
opportunities for passive recreation, elevated external
views, flora-fauna establishment and ultimately
transforming an industrial landscape into usable open
space accessible to an urban area where existing
provisions are insufficient. By developing the quarry in
a way that encourages people of all ages and physical
abilities to negotiate and engage with a local landscape
achieves an exchange of mutual landscape reciprocity.
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When considering the design of quarries, particularly
post-closure, there is a tendency to concentrate
remediation work on the internal environment. This
research suggests that success should not only hinge
on internal remediation alone, but rather thought of
more from an entire urban network and how making
improvements to urban areas improves connectivity
between the town and quarry.
Building within the quarry opens the public up to an
extraction landscape with rich social, cultural and
heritage values. If spaces remain inaccessible and
isolated, they contribute very little value to nearby
areas. By conducting an urban study of Paraparaumu
East, this highlighted a ‘disconnection’ between the
quarry and township. The concept of ‘external
consideration’ developed as a result of this study with
principles translated across to the design of settlement
and park space. This flat landscape demonstrates how
improvements made through acquiring poorly utilised
land creates an opportunity to increase dwelling
numbers as well as enable a quality open space to
emerge. The design acquires 3.26ha of developable
land, with new settlement occupying 1.78ha
generating twice the number of dwellings on half the
area it did previously. Park design integrates 1.48ha of
open space within an area with insufficient open space.
Divided by subtle paths, 12 various sized fields free of
any obstructions allows the park to cater for a range of
activities whilst also strengthening physical and visual
links between the urban environment and quarry.
This research argues that an alternate approach would
be to investigate how and where improvements to
towns afford opportunities to create meaningful links
between town, quarry and beyond, only then once
improvements have been considered should quarry
design or remediation commence.

Intermediary Landscape
Quarries are often isolated landscapes situated between
the urban and rural edge, the hinterland. These are
distanced to be out of sight, yet close enough to remain
economically viable. Recognised for its coastline, this
research saw an opportunity to improve links to a
feature which has long overshadowed the region, the
Tararua Ranges. These ranges are a valuable asset to
Kapiti’s identity, although for many years they have
been impenetrable due to insufficient access. It became
apparent that the further the quarry digs into the hills
the more user friendly and accessible the hills become.
The design premise acknowledges quarries as
intermediary landscapes. A type of ‘third’ space capable
of physically connecting two separate spaces, in this
case being within 500m of its main township, Kapiti’s
quarry creates a negotiable link between town and
countryside. Settlement and park space design also
becomes an extension of this in-between space,
providing a number of functions including new
dwellings, increased rest and recreation opportunities,
improved connectivity and strengthened ecology
corridor creating a soft green buffer to balance out the
urban environment.
It is important communities have quality access options
to well-connected networks of open space as they
generate alternative links between settlements, improve
access, preserve natural landscapes, enhances
flora-fauna biodiversity and increases recreation
opportunities and natural disaster resiliency.
This research approached the quarry design for its
potential, rather than viewing it as a problem, as a result
people of all ages can safely negotiate and marvel within
an industrial landscape that creates an experience from
the beginning into the quarry all the way to the hilltops
offering external views over Kapiti.
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Diversifying Redundant Landscapes
In addition to access, equally important is that cities
maintain a network of diverse open spaces. Diverse open
spaces contribute to Kapiti’s popularity as a great place to
live, work and play, as it encourages people to explore and
escape the built environment.
Kapiti is a place with limited opportunities to create new
open space since much of the coastal landscape is occupied
by extensive development. Conflicting land use, future
growth, severance and loss of open space due to M2PP
Expressway has resulted in an uneven distribution of open
space. This unevenness combined with many settlements
beyond walking distance of Kapiti’s larger recreational
areas, creates a need to actively seek out new ‘wild’ open
spaces.
This research recognises redundant landscapes as ‘places of
potential’, important city spaces as they afford
opportunities for landscape architects to transform
heritage sites into diverse usable space. Most cities
nowadays have some evidence of redundant, neglected or
overgrown landscapes, physical relics representative of
societies economic and cultural shifts. With populations
increasing and land availability decreasing, there is
growing public interest for these landscapes to be
assimilated back into the community which surround
them.
Quarries may look crude and totalitarian, yet once expired
they leave behind an amazing array of spatial qualities that
afford opportunities to increase and diversify open space
provisions. Sections on pages 166-179 highlighted the
types of diverse spaces that are achievable when building
within a quarry. Diversity is incredibly important as it
moulds together walking tracks, ecology, flora-fauna
establishment, human systems such as lookouts, grass
areas, bird watching, rock climbing-abseiling, all
achievable within one unique space.
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Safety and Resiliency

Conclusion

Natural disasters occur with little to no warning;
therefore it is important towns have evacuation areas
which are elevated, easily identifiable and accessible
from all communities. After natural disasters such as
tsunami, flooding or earthquake, our instinctive
response is to retreat from low-lying areas in search of
higher ground. Due to extensive landscape
alterations, urban development, vegetation loss and
modified natural water systems, the likelihood of
events having catastrophic effects is extremely high.
Kapiti already experiences severe flooding after
intense rainfall with preventative measures along the
coast counteracting effects of rising sea-levels.
If immediate evacuation is required, quarries can
provide places of refuge safely elevated from such
threats. By allowing the quarry’s flat areas to become
grassed enables them to become habitable, incredibly
important when temporary shelter or tents are
required to establish evacuation areas. The designs
numerous lookouts also provide places for the public
to observe and authorities to coordinate where
evacuation / disaster recovery is necessary.
Maintaining the sites existing building offers an
opportunity to convert into a dormitory where
shelter, warmth, food and water storage is easily
accessible, crucial in emergency situations. By
preserving the flat quarry platforms keeping them
obstruction free affords the potential of becoming
arable land for agricultural purposes.
As quarries increasingly become part of our urban
environment, it’s important to recognise the vital role
quarries serve in disaster evacuation. A secure
accessible asset capable of establishing resilient
considerations post-disaster, particularly if low-lying
farmlands or water mains become compromised, is
invaluable to a region’s recovery.
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To conclude, the main intention of this thesis has
been to investigate an alternative approach in
rectifying spatial disconnection between the Kapiti
Coast and their hinterland quarry. Specifically, this
research generated a scheme that challenges quarry
remediation, further exploring how improvements
made to the urban environment creates opportunities
to create meaningful links between town and quarry.
Reiterated throughout this document, research scope
was conducted through a site-specific design
responding to the concept of ‘negotiating landscapes
through reciprocity’, explored within an urban
community with insufficient open space and
industrial hinterland quarry.
Quarry remediation often fails to consider the
external environment which consequently limits
public access to these significant landscapes. Overall,
the design aims to create a diverse range of usable
open spaces integrated within an urban area with
insufficient open space and post-industrial quarry.
Open space design provides a number of purposes,
including increased recreation opportunities, visual
amenity, elevated views, flora-fauna re-establishment
and integration of human systems to achieve a
cohesive negotiable experience of a preserved
post-industrial heritage site.
This thesis alleviates spatial disconnection by
re-establishing a large post-industrial landscape with
improvements made to the urban environment so
that people of all ages have improved access to engage
and negotiate a meaningful landscape. The design
provides 6.4ha of new usable open space integrated to
the Kapiti Coasts wider open space network.
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